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CHAPTER I,

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

Ten years ,a56- teaching children about death would ''

have evoked as much indignation from parents and cause

as much consternation in admidistrators as would teaching

children about sex. Possibly even more. Educators were

so preoccupied dismantling the fortress of secrecy surround--:

ing sex, however, that they were ignoring the equally for-
.

midable structure shroudindeath. Eros emerged into the

light and was welcomed, into the most prestigious of
.2

schools: Thanatot, his brooding brother, was denied

admission and remained in the dark.

As the sexual revolution became passe', bold,'ever-

curious researchers Stumbled upon' Than:Aos and uncovered

a find as rich as any pharaoh's tomb. Pioneers such as

,.Herman Feifel, Earl Grollman, and Elisabeth Kubler-Ross

forged ahead in their'explorations. Feifel,.convinced,of

the significance of his find, argued passionately that

psychologists and educators needed to attend to the sub-

ject of death. In hi§,plea to them he said:.

We pay extensively for the tabob we affix

to the si.313,je.q,of death. Closer psychological
familiarity-with death is called for in our develop-

,M5
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mental upbringing and culture. Our socially re-
pressive outlook encourages neurotic anxieties about
death. . . . Energies now bound up in the continuing
effort to shelve and repress the concept of death .

.would be available to us for more creative aspects
of living. . . . One'sphilosophy of life and death'i
lies at the nexus of meaning, value and ,personality.-',

Stirred.by such a challenge, educators are beginning

to experiment with death education. Courses such as "Death

Education and Suicidal Behavior" at the University of Mary-

land, and other, sirvilar'ones that have been incorporated

into the curriculua-at many American colleges,exemplify.

the attempts of educators to'address the, need.

Howevei-2 in reviewing the literature, virtually'

nothing is fgund on the subject of death education iiithe

secondary schools. ChriStine Fontenot,*an English teacher

who included a unit on "Death in Literature" in her senior

English class, expresses.the hesitancy of high school

teachers to confront the issue:

It struck me as something of a revelation
that time and again we hAd circled death's-camp
but had not ventured in.

In an informal survey of her students after complet-r

1Herman Feifel, "Attitudes Toward Death," Journal
of gsnst,_.isin and Clinical- Psychology, (June, 196977-5:-294-

2Christine Fontenot, "The. Subject Nobody Teaches,"
The English Journal,, (February, 1974),np. 62.



ing the unit, she found that ninety-four of ninety-six

felt that it was a worthwhile, meaningful and helpful

experieide; and_ninety-three believed' that the stud.; of
0

death made life seem more precious and meaningful.

Are Fontenot's.studenta. excepional? Or, do most

high school students also feel that 'death education is

something they want and need? What do they think about
-

death? Are they prepared to deal with death'forthrightly?

Can a course in death education on'the secondary school

leYel help them to develop more positive and healthy atti-
.

.tudes about death and dying? These 'questibn' have prompted

this investigation.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study is'to compare the acti-

tudes toward death and death eduoation of two groupg of

juniors enrolled in similar Roman Catholic parochial high .

schools. The experimental group completed a six-week

course in death education. The control group did not

he ye this type of'course.

0 F The method d-to be Used .in .the. sOlUtioh of this

problem will require solving the following sub- problems:

1. Selecting two high schools\of similar,popula-

tion, with regard to type. size, geographic



locatibn and socio-economic class.

2. Establhing the validity of the selected

4

instrument to measure attitudes toward death

of the defined population.

3. Administering the instrument.

4. Organizing the data.

5. Analyzing the data yielded by sub-problem #4.

Definition of Terms

Death is the total and irrevocable cessation of

vital functions .e

'Dying is the inevitable'process of all life which

ends in death and which may take a very brief or a'veli'y

great amount of time.

Mourning is the act, expression, or symbolization

of grief concerning a death, or in anticipation of an ex-.

pected death.

-
Bereavement is a feeling of deprivation or loss

occasioned by a death.

Grief is an emotional response of deep distress or

sorrow_catSed by bereavement.
.

Terminal is.that phase of an illness or disease

where the 'end is anticipated within a short tithe'.
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. .

Thanetology is the scientific and humanistia,:intr6s-

tigation .of the processes of death, mourning and bereave-,

went.:
ti

High SthObl X is a o-educational private parochial

.high school Under the auspices of the Roman Catholic dio=

cese of'Orlan4o, TaOrida,which offers e5siX-week course

in death education to all. junior year students as part

of the Theology curriculum.

Righ School Y is d co-educational_private parochial-

high school under the auspices of thZfoman.Catholic diocese

'of Orlando, Florida,which does not ?ffer any specific

course in death education.

Favorable Attitude Toward Death is an attitude

rated 3.0, or better on the Attitude TowaraVeath Scale

developed by Hardt,:which indicates hat the
...__

spondent ca think about Aeath witholit ifficulty. /

r.

Unfavorable Attitude Toward Death is'aiiatt4ude

rated: 1.1 to 2.9 on the Hardt scale ,which indicates 'that

the respondent has difftculty thinking about death.

Delimitations'

The sample is limited to the juniors enrolled in

two.Roman Catholic high schools in-Central Florida during

the 1976-1977 academic year.
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The attitudes toward death and dying are limited

to the physjtcal,fact ofthe total and irrevocable cessa-

tion of vital functions. The legal and philosophical

controversy surrounding the definition of death is not

included.

Death education is limited to the type of course

outlined in Appendix C of this study. It is not a course

of study of death-per se. Rather, death, as it affects

the living, is examined from a_rq_igious, philosophical

and psychological perspective

k4cThe review of the literature is limited to writings

on Western attitudes toward death that have been published,

in the last ten years.

Basic Assumption:,

1. In the face of death, the meaning of life is

more dramatically revealed.

2. Man's fate after death is- unknown and there is

a general cultural avoidance of the topic 61' death. There-

/

fore, the thought of death causes some-anxiety for' most

Americans.1

3. Honest and thoughtful discussion Of death can

lessen the)fear of death and enhance one's enjoyment of

living.
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4. Because children in America are sheltered from

death, teen-agers' experience with death is/limited, and

they are seldom given the'opportunity to,consider death

seriously.

5. Juniors in high school are capable of dealing
A

realistically and honestly with questions abdut des4and

dying.

6. Juniors in. high school have all implicit or%

explicit philosophy about life and death and will respond

freely to questions"pertaining to their attitudes toward .

death and certain factors related to it.

The Hypotheses

1. Two-thirds of'the responden(ts will have atti-

tudes toward death that are favorable, as
416.

indichted by their scores on the Attitude

Toward Death SOale.-

2. Based upbn their scores on the Attitude Toward

Death Scale. the students from High School X

will have more favorable attitudes than the

3-

students from High School Y-.

There will 1-.E. a statistically significant dif-

ference between: (a) the scores on the Attitude

Toward Death Scale of the students from High

.1
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,School X whose attitude were influenced by

their religion course. and who favored death

education; and (b) the rest of the students,--'

at High School' X.

4. Two-thirds of the respondents will be in

favor of having death education taught in

the high schools.

The Significance of the Problem

There is a tory about a preacher who solemnly

proiilaimed to his congregation, "Everyone who befOngs tb

this church is going to did someday. "< The congregatibn

fell silent except for _one man sitting in the front row..

He broke out laughing. The preacher gave him a stern

look and repeated, "Everyone who belongs to-this church

is going to die someday!" The-man laughed again and

replied, "I know, but I don't belong to this church,!"

In a way, this anecdote' reflects theLattitude of

many people. Death is 'something that happens to other

people. OldpeopLe die; sick people dip.; other people

are killed in accidents. 'Man is loathe to admit that he,

too, is mortal. Yet, death is a part of life. He may

avoid it, but ultimately 'he cannot escape it.

There is increasing evidence that man's attitude

G



toward death is significantly related to his attitude

toward liferitself, as well as hiis attitude toward dying

persons. Donald J. Moore suggest

We fail to face death openly and thiE; results

in a shallow, Apperficiql view 'of life. . . If

we can face our own finit'aess and not regard it
as Such,a horrible nightMar; we can,confront
our. owR death, the4 we can We OX 'real help to the
,dying person also. \

Death/is the hdrizon whicBiplces'\the possibilities

of life in perspective. The imp tame, o\ each moment of

life, and each choice- that is macle islrellized and life

becomes more precidus when man .fades hls finitUde. Further,

he is more capable A helping the loved one who is dyihg,

if he can view death realistically.

Still more evidence of the importance of man's

attitude toward deetn is being provided by psychological

research. Mervyn Shoor and. MarySpeed investigated the

extreme delinquent behavi r of fourteen adolescents in

the came of a_juvehilr, Ilsobation department in California.4

tn each dee, th,fro liar, been a recent death of a close
0--

family member. ,'r::o- the time 8f the death, none of

3Donid\j, Moore, "The Final and Grandest Act,"'

America, (September%271 1975), p. ip6.

4Mervyn Shoor and Mary Speed, "Delinquency as a
Manifestation of the MoUrning Process," Psychiatric.

RaprIteax, 3? (1963), pp.,540-558.
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the children had exemplified any such behavioral problem.

Acting on the premise that the children were acting out r

their, grief, Shobr and Speed were able to effect a return

to more normal behavioral\ Processes by providing grief .

therapy.

A study by the National Institute on AlcoholAbuse

and Alcoholism (NIAAA) indicated that the causes of alco-
,

hol!sm can often be traced to unresolved grief in child-

hood.5 Helping the patienti cobs. with grief held the'

key'to the recovery of may alcoholics. Herbert J,,Barryl,
- ,

Jr., in his study of commitment to mental hospitals, con-

-cluded that maternal bereayement,;before the age of eight

can well b.s-a sensitizing factor in the development of

psychoneurotic illness 6-

These studies,'and'others like them, cause one to

wonder just how many people ate sufferinggreat psy(thic

distress because they have never been taught how to cope

with death and grief. How many, young boys, admonished*

-5 Coping with Grief Held Xey to Some Patients Ee-'
covery," NIAAA InformatiOn and Feature Service, July 14,
1974.

6Herbert J. Barry, Jr. "Significance of Maternal Be-
reavepent Before the- Age of Eight ih Psychiatri.d.Patients,"-
ArchiVes of 'Neurotogical Psychiatry% 62 (1949), pp. 60-637.'

0
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that HDig bo37s
1

cry;" carry the pain of Unresolved
. .

grief.throughout.their liveS? Th se studies sharply .

illuminate the significariceof our_atiitudes toward death.'

This thesis, by examining the attitudes toward death of
..

4
. . , a .

.

Oa" U /
V'e

_high school students can contribute to our wareness of

potential problems; -in the mental-health of he students.

With suicide now the third leading, cause offeath among

/the fifteen to twenty-four year old age. group,7 such. an

awareness assumes importInce'. An assessment of

the attitudes toward death;of the students in a school

can assist administrators and faculty in determining the

ti

need for programs in death education that cover'such topics

as bereavement, grief, mourning, funeral rites, burial

'customs, suicide and euthanatia. It can also help to L

mine the type of program or course most suitable to their

student's needs-

-As previously mentioned, a,nuMber of colleges and

universities have recently introduced death education .

and thanatology courses intOthe curriculum. At theUni-

versity of Maryland, Health L :76, known as "Death Educa--

tion and Suicidal Behavior," is the second most popular

Mary Montgomery, Death: End of the Beginning?
(Minne olis, Minn: Winston Press, 197277-p. 29.

19

i
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Course on the ,Campus. David Leviton, originator and pro-

fessor of the course, has been one of the leading propo-

nents of death education. He contends that schoOls have

an obligation to provide death education if they are to

meet their responsibility for the health' and well-being

of the students. Leviton asserts:
S

. i

The need fol. formal and informal education
...., enabling people of all ages to cope with7death

and suicide is becoming .increasingly evident. . .

. Surely helping people come tO terms with their
eventual deathl-herPing them to cope with the
death of their loved ones and their own.death
fears, and the,pTevention of'suicidel are legiti-
mate health, education concerns..0

In the face of criticism that doct,Jrs, too, are

rcticent to dal directly with their patients who are

dying, sclme medical-schools across the country have respon-

ded with death education courses. These scho.ols now have

course b designed to help the aspiring physicians deal

Iiith the needs of a' dying, patient. For pl:Oessionals in

n4r4ng, religion and social work who are

alLo in need of such help, the Equinox Institute in BoSton

provides seminars on "Death, Dying and Bereavement." \

The courses and seminars mentioned above have bee4

v.

aDavid Leviton,, "Education for Death," 'Journal Of
-H401th, Physical Education and Recreation, 40t(1969)1 p. 46.

r 1

'NI
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well received. .Those involved in death education feel

Usat they have been successful., However, in reviewing

i..
,

the literature and research on death education, very

little has been written:about the effect of death educa-
. .

tion courses, especially on the high school level. This

thesis, by comparing the attitudes toward'death of stu-
.

dents wh0 have taken a death education coursel;with the

attitudes toward death of studentswho have not had

`sueh a curse, may give some indication of the effect Such
i A

,

,

,

a course can,have. If the attitudes of the students who/
. -

(
e

have taken the course are more favorable, this may pro-
.

-vide the impetus for further researe4 on the subject.

Birth, life- and death anq cnmponents in the inevit-

able sequence of man's existence on earth. In recent years,

men have begun to trave the taboos surrounding death and

have explored its fron;tiers Through continued ques- e

tioning and searching, death can become less terrifying,

and life more satisfying. This study was undertaken with

the belief that if death cae-be faced honestly, and exam -

inedined realistically, men
will'be able to face each new dawn

with hope for, rather than fear of, tomorrow..
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Incidence of the Problem

, A comment discovered at the end of one of the 'ques-

tionnaires used for the study prompted much reflection7 by

this investigator; The respondent inquired, "I'd like to

know,-- why would anyone want to study a uorbid-lsubject

like death?".

Upon reflection it became apparent to me that I
6

had been pursuing 'thy 'shadowy'figure.of death since my

father died in December, 1970. By retracing the steps

that led, to this research, the-trail becomes clear: A

short story written in 1972, about a college freshman con-
....

templating suicide; an analysis written in 1973 of John
-

Flilton's pastoral elegy "LycidasNI and nuMerous college

courses in tne'philosot.hy of Hpideggar, Sartre, glamus, /
as well as other existerAial writers left deep, impressions

and sharpened my need for understanding. After college
7

I taught two six-week coures in death education at Father

Lopez High School, Daytona Beach, Florida. Finally, in

1976 I wrote a paper on 12,1ath Education in'a graduate

course at Stetgon University.

Where has my continued interest in death led?

Has my journey with death and grappling with the meaning

of death .enabled me to cope creatively-with.the grief
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o f sudden bereavement? My,answer is yes.. drhe mystery

of life has been mor, clearly discerned becaus I have

become more appreciative of the precious gift of life and

mit:4-e sensitive to others in their time of bereavement.

My stud s have cdnvinced me that every one needs to give

more thought to death, because death is, the reality that

.cannot be ignored. It'is.the key for one to live life

to the.fullest. It is also the ultimate.test of one's ';

faith, for death brings into'sharp focus the deeper meaning

of life itself.

In view 9f its importance, research on, attitudes
1

toward death is essential to help to c1arlfy and delineate

present concepts of, death he'id by yout. ho are usually,

shielded from any discussion of the subject. Ta heighten

an awareness,of the Significance of deathlaMOng high

school students became a major objective of this inresti-

, gation. If' this study prompts

education as a suitablelcourse
1

lum, or if the fihdings assist,

#pon4deration of deat1

in the high school curricu-

the reader to formulate 3

personal philosophy too cope with the' inescapable fact of

death, it will have achieved an important goal. As the

Buddha once said, "The lay is all." The meaning of life

it living. The meaning of research is discoVering.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

-Introduction

The literature' on attitudes toward death and dying

-aan be classified in two broad categories: the philoso-

phicar treatiOes%.and the hard research- The taboo A

naturp of death in our society is reflected in the rela-

tive pauciyi:of hard research on the subject. Mcist 'of

the IiteratUre available'is ()I' a philosophical
;

istOri-

cal nature,'`, dealing with subjective perceptions of man's

attitudes toward death. Even'this literature reflects

the taboo or death. Excluding works in the fipla of

religion, the' majority of it has been written in the

' past ten to fifteen year:b.
- .

BecauSe of the valuable insights that the philosO-
4

phidal lity,aturp provides, and because of the lack .of

hard researchon attitudes toward death, the literature)

is reviewed in section one of this chapter. The research

is discussed in section,two.

. Qt

IS
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A Philosophical and HAtorical Overview

of Attitudes Toward Death'

Primitive Attitudes Toward Death

In reviewing the current literature on death, one

sometimes gets the impres'gion that the taboos surrounding

death are a relatively recent phenomenon. According to

.Franz Borkenau,however, such is not the case. 1
'From the

evidence available, it seems that burial rites in pi-imitive

society were direct d toward a two-fold purpose: tekeep

the dead alive, and keep them'away. 2
In other words,

primittire man may not have feared death, but he feared-
, -

the death, "IThe burial grounds of f -American Indians,

located'in isolated areas and surrounded by dire warnings

to the living to stay away from them,, are -anexample of
_

this primitive fear. Borkenau further contends tha-9-triere

was an underlying attitude of'.denial of death present in

most tribal-cultures, and that this attitude. reflected
, ,/

primitive man's unconscious seise ofd_mmortality.3,
.

'Franz Borkenau,:"The Concept of Death" in-Death and
Identity 'edited by Robert Fulton. (New York: John Wiley and
Sons,.Inc.,: 1965), p. 42.

2
Ibid., p. 43.

'Ibid. , p. 411-.

-440



Even such advanced cultures as the Egyptian and

FT ridu; show eitidence-of this death denying attitude'in

their burial customs.

In the. Jewish culture, the law set down guidelines,

for dying. Rabbi Zacha'ry I. Heller. explains that

Jewish law allowed the dying person to set his house in

-order, 'bless his family, pass On any messages to them he

felt were important, and make his peace with God.
4 These

guidelines, when followed, provided 'a death with dignity

and meaning for The dying person. Heller points to the

peaceful death.of Moses as the ideal. The Jewish culture,

then, in Borkenau's terms, seemed to be mor( death accept-

ing than .death denying.
5

__The attitude toward death of early Christianity

was.iliore complex because it was a result of the merging

of the Hellenistic view. of the immortality or the- soul

with the Judaic belief of the resurrection of the body.

Gregory of Nyssa helped.to bridge this gap by accepting

the immortality of the soul, and- ''yet ''tying its destiny
.--

4Zachary I. Heller,"The Jewish View'of Death:
Guidelines .for Dying." in Death: The Final Stage of Growth.

edited by Elisabeth Kubler-Ross (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice Hall, Inc., 11)75),_p. 38.-

5Borkenau, p 49.



to that of the body, viith which the soul would be raised

at the end of time. 6 Borkenau referred to Christianity

as Nieath-dening" because the core of the Christian

message was that Christ had conqueud death by redeeminc

man from sin.1 Reunion with Christ for eternity- was and

is seen as the Christian'b ultimate destiny.

Attitudes Toward Death in the Middle Ages and the Renais-
,

e sance.

Philippe Aries, in his work, Western Attitudes.

Toward @eath, refers to death in the Middle Ages as "tamed.

death.
"8 Man lived hislife close to nature, and he

seemed to se'r.se when death was near. The dtualistic

preparation for death wal-) established by the,church and

society. It was the dying person who preSided over this

preparaLiOn, which was a public ceremony attended by

family (including children) neighbors, and friends,.9

6 Patrick.O'DaUgherty, "A Study of the Attitudes. of
Public and.: Parochial High School. Studonts Toward Death and
Certain. Factors Related to. It," Master's Thesis, Stetson
UniverSity'; 1973,

7.Borkenall, p. 51.

8Philippe Ihries, Western Attitudes Toward Death, trans.
'by Patricia M. RaTTim (Baltimo.7e: The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity PreSS, 1974), p. 8.

9Ibid.1, p.
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It was a simple ppeparation, reflecting their a,.:ceptance

of leath.

During this period the church graveyard became. common:

Aries explains that, in accordance with primitive customs,

the early Christian martyrs were buried outside or the

cities. Later, basilicas were,erected on the site to honor

the MartyrS. In order to enhance their chance of gaining,'

heaven, the people' wanted to be. buried near the martyrs.
10

For the'man in the Middle Ages, trusting in the

church, death 'was .seen. as a peaceful rest,until the Second

Coming of'Chist. There was no place for individual respon-

sibility, or a .couing of good an(l bad deeds.
11

'4! ..

e By the twelfth century, the belief in judgment at

the end of life arose,- with each man being "od trial" on

his deathbed. His attitude at this time was crucial to

his sa]vatio,n. Thus; the "Antes moriendi", the prope,

manner of dying,.became a Matter of great concern.
12 In

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the relationship

betweendeath and the biqraphy of each individual life

10Ibid.,

11 Ibid.,

12
1-bid

Cd.

p. 16.

p. 31.

p. 34.

0.04v
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became- firmly fixed. The ritual solemnty of the deilth-
4

bed scene, ,the final 'chaptel of life, was' necessary to

provide an appropriate conclusion
..13 Even at this time

hdaever, the ,dying person .still presided over his death.

and was the center of activity. Aries asserts that death

was the occasion when man was most able to reach an aware-

ness of himself.
14

Sometime during the period spanning the sixteenth

to eighteenth -centuries, Thanatos (Death) and Eros (Love)'
f

became associated in the motifs of art and literature.

Aries explains that:

Like the sexual a,c1, death was henceforth
increasingly thought as a transgression which
tears man from his daily life, frOm rational so-
ciety,'from monotonous work. . .; plunging him
into an irrational, violent, and beautiful world.

15

Up to this time,. death had been familiar, but from

this point on it was thought of as a break with the

familiar, a leap into the fantastic and unknown. The

deathbed scene was no longer.a banal event, it was a

spectacle; With the family wrought by grief and passionate

sorrow at the separation. The mourning process which had

36.13Ibid., p.

14Ibid., p. 46.

15Ibid., p. 56.
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been strictly ritualized, had Set up definite limits

1th:thin which the mourner was expected to 'remain,

.133r the eighteenth century, however, the mourner

respected no such limits because death was seen as the

gravest of woundS. 16
This custom continued and Aries

contends that, in thenineteenth century, mourning had

reached hysterical,poportions. The death that was

feared was no longer the death of the self, rather it was

the death of another' .17 (italics added) These dramatic

changes in, man's attitude toward death, the wedding

of Thanatos,epd Eros in the collective unconscious; end
At'

the fear of the loss of `'a loved one; set the stave for

twentieth century man's repression of death.

Modern Attitudes Toward Death'

Utilizing a philosophical7relTgiouS persyective,

Toynbee also concludes that the thought -of deathAs re-

pressed, and is, in 'fact,considered "un--,AMerican.

16Ibith, p. 67.

17
Ibid., ID... 68..

18
Arnold Toynbee, "Changing .Attitudes Toward Death

inthe Modern Western World;" in Man's Concern with Death.
.Edited by Arnold Toynbee, et al.,, 'New York; McGraw-Hill
Bciok Co., 1968).,
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He points to the rise of science and unbelief; Which

began as a reaction to the'scandals of Western religion

in the seventeenth centurY,'and gained added strength

during the Industrial Revolution, as the cause of man's

inability to 'cope with death.19 The "physical conquest

of non-human nature has been substituted for the spiritual

conquest of himself as Western man's idea:1 paramount objec-

tive,"11 says Toynbee.
20 Therefore, mAltern man seeks to

escape death -thi.ough work and entertainment, because

he cannot master it.

That death has become taboo for modern man is a

truism. The taboo is reflected in our euphemisms for

death. The deceabed 'exits", or "passes on". The "remains"

are "laid to rest" in "memorial parks". Some have called

ours a "deat-h-free" society. As the Reverend Patrick J.

O'Dougherty asserts, the propriety of society dictates that

one .does'not tanc.of death in polite company,
21 so we do not

discuss it. Over eighty per cent of all deaths occur in

hospitals or nursing homes22 so we 'do not see.it% Doctors

19Ibid., p. 124.

201bia., P. 130 -131.

21O'Dougheity, p. 7.

22Donald J. Mooi.e, "The Final. and Grandest Act,"
(September 27, 197) , p. 168.
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are reticent to tell their patients that they are dying

so we often do not even know it. American society's \

concerted- effort to ;deny and flee from death has led.

Patric1 J.Ryan to ask "pointedly:

Has a conspiracy of funeral directors, wor-
.Shipperq of youth :and purveyor-s of violence as
entertainment persuaded us that no'one really
dies?23

ThiS conspipazy of silence is directed, not at'coM-

forting the dying person, but at easing the anxiety of

the living. Death is no longer familiar. The dying per

rarely given the privilege of preparing for his-

death and presiding over'the_ ritual ceremony at the death;

bad. Instead7-death often occurs in the shameful manner

so eloquently described by Donald J. Moore:
0

[In hospitals] the doctors and nurses:are

the masters of death..--. The dying\patient is:ex-
.pected to pass out of life. UTA.tip7toe. And when

death occurs in nursing homes;
24
it Is so often

as if life just dribbled away. \

Thi's tragic manner of. dying, at one and the same

time, renects our inability to .cape with death and re--

enfordes it. Dying is stripped f any dignity. At times
o

?3 Patrick.
.

Patrick J. Ryan, "Deatli Oh Three '

America (November 2271975), p. 348.,

24
p,-Moore, .'168-
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it seas an embarrassment for the person and hiS

family, s a failure for, the attending physician.

Th- inabil ty of persons in the medical-and "helping pro-

fessions to face death is discussed at length by such

authors as Straus and'Glasser;
25 Kubler-Ross;

26 Reeves-
27

and Weisman.-
2 8

These authors agree that the pi-ofessional's inabil-

ity to cope with'death vitiates his capacity to be of

assisrice to the dying person and render to him the

dignity that the dying deserve.

Straus and Glasser, and Reeves point out that

most medical educatiort:programs address.only the technical

aspects of yat'ZNt ca/'e. The management of the emotional

,responses of patients to illniss,and death is covered
t

briefly, if at all. Kubler-Ross when she initiated

her work, On Death, and Dying, encountered resistance from

25A. L. Straus and B. G. Glasserl,"Awareness, of Dying,"

in Loss. and G ief: Psycholtgcal Management' in Medical Prac-

tice, edited y Austin Kutscher, et al. ,",(New York: Columbia

UTI-Veysity Rxess, 1970).

26
9

Elisabeth Kubler-Ross On Death and Dying. York:

Macmillan Publishing, Co., Inc. 1969777

2 7 Robert B. R_ eeves, 4.,
"Professionalism-arid C mpas-

,

sion in the Care of the Dying; "'' Pastoral Psychology, 2

(Noveffiber, 1971), ppl, 7-14. '

28Avery D. Weisman. On in and Denying. (New York:

Behavioral Publications, Inc., 1972

r



nine out of ten doctors she approached to request inter

views with their terminally ill patients.
29 At one hospitl,

the staff even deLied that there was anyone there who was

and still .able to talk!3° Kubler-Ross found

that nurses and members of the clergy were generally more,

willing. than the doctors to talk to the terminally ill

petipt.31 One of the more encouraging spects of her

experience, however, was that most of the doctors who were

willing to talk calmly about cancer and d pth, were the

very young 'in the profession-32' One;woul4hope thAt this

indicates a changing attitude. Further ev dence of the

.

medical and helping profeSsions attempts to improve their

ability to cope with death effectively and sensitively will

be provided in the section on death educatio

Reeves asserts that:prafeSsionalism, among doctors,

nurses,, clergy, and others in the helping professions,

is us'ed as a shield to protect them from being dragged

down by the dying person.
33 Thus, the professional keeps

29Kubler-Ross, p./1247.

30Ibid., p. 249.

31Ibid., 254.

32Ibid., p. J246.

33Reeves, p. 7.
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his distance from the patient and interacts with him 'in

an impersonal manner. Weisman is in agreement with Reeves

on this point; and he goes even further by pr'oposing that

dany doctors seem-'-to'have 'the'misconception that prepata-

tion for death, and reconciliation with it, are impos7

P-sible
"ik
3 With this outlook, a physician can rationalize

that informing the patient of the gravity of his sitlia

tion wil(1 only cause depression and despair.

In reality, Kubler-Ross df.scovered that the opposite

reaction usually'occurred. She found that once the dying

patient was allowed to talk about the seriousness of his

conditibn, which he often already realized, without being

told, he was able to begin preparation for death. While

it was no easy process for the dying perSon,as he went

through the "fiVe stages of dying," i.e., denial; anger;

bargaining; depression;-and acceptance, he was at least

given the opportunity to prepare himself for death and

die with dignity. Further, most patients were relieved

to finally have a chance to break out of the isolation

imposed upon them by doctots and family members who were

unwilling to face the issue of the patient's impending

death.

3 Weisman, p. 31.
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. For Kubler -Ross, the question is not "Do we tell

the patient he's dying?" but rather, "How do I share

this with my patient ? "' In' On Death and Dying she offers.

two guidelines to the doctor: First, he must be aware of

his own attitude and ability to face terminal illness and

death. Secondly, he must be aware of his patient's per-
,

sonality make-up; the denses he uses; and hip willingness

to face reality,.35

Att:_tudes Toward Death of Children, Adults, and the Aged_

Thus far; the attitudes toward death and dying of

the general culture, the medical and helping professions,

and .the terminally ill have been discusSed. Attention

wall-now be given briefly to the attitudes of children,

adolescents, and the elderly. These attitudes have been.

the subject of hard research and thus will be discussed'

.more completely in the section on related research.

Children, as Earl Grollman and pthers have shown,

are indeed aware of death, and to shield th6m from it

may do. them; emotional harm.3 JoAnne Dobson, author

of children's books, believes that children can handle

35Kubler-Ross, p. 36.

36Earl Grollman. Explaining Death to Children.
(Boston:. Beacon Press, 1967), p. ix.

C.
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death because of their inher,-;nt sense of
37 She

explains that children's books, such as Charlotte's Web,

hdThe Yearling, can help parents teach the child to cope

with death.

such help from adults is 'essential for children

because their concept of death causes them anxiety and

fear. According. to Chr_,rles W- Wahl, the -thild's early

conception of death is that it is temporary and reVersible.

In games like "cowboys and Indians", players ara shot dead

but quickly come to life again. Later, when the time sense

is more fully developed, Wahl.explains that -"the child

begins ,tp learn tha't death is not reversible, and he then

bedomes frightened about his death wishes toward his ambi-

valently loved, significant persons.
It 3(' If the parent

is unable to help the child deal with this fears, Or answer

his questions about where people go when they die, the

.

.child's anxiety about death may increase.
40 Thus, ii. o"-der

1

571Anne DobsOd, "Children, Death, and the Medid,"

ounseling and Values,. (April, 1977), p.
. -

38Charles W..-Wahl, "The Fear of Death," in Death and

Identity, edited by Robert Fulton (New York: John Wiley and

Sons, Inc., 1965),, p. 62.

391bid., p. 62.

4 °Ibid., p. 65.
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for the child to develop in a healthy manner, he needs to-

be given an opportunity to understand death. Children's

books, like the ones mentioned, and,the death of a pet,

are 6,6cellent wayr; to teach the child about death.

Before discussing the attitudes toward death of

adolescents and adults, it is interesting to note that

while there is a substantial body,orliterature on the

attitudes toward death of children and the aged, there

is relatively little written about those of adults and

adolescents. It is these two groups that researchers

need to address more directly in the future.

Brian P. Hall ,41 and Robert Kastenbaum42 are two

authors whip have attempted a developmental approach to

tha issue of death concept'S and.attitudes. Kastenbaum

expla7;_ns that the adolescent typically projects his

thought and feeling into the future, generally the proximate

future .43 It seems to the adolescent that death is so re-

mote that it has no relevance to his own life. Death is

41Brian P. Hall, "The Developing Consciousness of
Dying," Counseling and Values (April, 1977), p. 146-159

42Robert Kastenbaum, 'The Foreshortened Life Per-
spective," in Understandinpi Death and Dying, edited by S. G.

Wilcox and M. Sutton '(.Washington, D.C.: Alfred Publishing

Co., 1977)-1 PP-,135-148.

43Ibid., p. 146.



avoided, kidded about,, and glos:Td over. Howover,-IzThs-

tenbaum asserts that on a deeper level, adolescents are

concerned about the meani,ng of death and the prospect

of their own demise .44

In -the adult years, one would assume a more mature

perspective and attitude toward death. However, as

Kastenbaum, Hall-, and o'--,hers suggest, an adult may be

fted on a child or adolescent level in terms of his

attitude toward death, just, as he may be fixated in other

aspects of his development. Thus, the adult may be able

to accept that he will grow old and uie, or he may attempt

-7-to deny it.

For the elderly, The problemof their attitude

toward death is particularly acute. In Erik ErikSon-s

terms, the aged person is faced with the crisis of inte-

gritv; i.e., acceptance of his life cycle and the people

who :Lave become significant to him, versus despair, i.e.,

45
rejection of his life as, being a meaningful one. Depend-

.

ing on the resolution of this crisis, the elderly may.

either accept 'their proximity to death-and make the most

44.1.10
id., p. 141.

45
Erik Erikson. Identity: Youth and Crisis.

York: W. W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1968), p. 140.

4.
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of their allotted time; resicn themselves: to death's inevit-

ability and wait for it passively; or actively look for-
,

ward to death as a release from the boredo and suffering

they are experiencing. Those who work with the elderly

need to be sensitive to their position and not project

onto them their own, fears of growing old. With such help,

the process of disengagement for the elderly will be

'facilitated, and their attitudes toward death will be

made more favorable:

Death Education

One of the primary methods of changing attitudes

is through education. This section will discuss some of

the recent attempts at education on death and dying.

Most of the courses and seminars presently being offered

are directed toward college and medical students, and

members of the helpiug professionS. In the future, death

education should be offered to people of all ages to
.

-; -

help them cope creatively with deth-because it is an

issue that confronts all people.

The growing acceptance of death education, and the

concomitant increase in the, availability of death educa-

tion courses, is reflected in the literature. Books

such as Death Education: Preparation for Living, edited

4
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by Betty Green and Donald Irish, and Understanding Death

acid Dying, a text for a death education'course, edited by

) Marilyn Sutton and Sandra' Wilcox; special issues of pro-

fessional journals, such as the Pastoral Psychology "Death

. and oath Education" issue in November.of 19.71; the Coun-
1,

.

.seling-and Values issue on "Death anl.Dying" in April of
4

177.1 and The School. COunselOr iqsue on Death in May of

1977,\ are all indicative of this trend.

These works Provide a- rationale for death educa-
\

tion suggestions for initiating courses, outlines .of

material that should be covered, bibliogra ies on death

and related topics, and suggestions for teachers.. One

Point' emphasized by all of the authors, is stated well

by .Robert Reevbs. If the pourse is to be effective, he

believes that first and foremost, "the teacher mdst be
I

what he, hopes, the students will becdme."
46 The teacher

of the cl4 education course must, examine his attitudes

towarddeath, as well as,his valu EN. and philosophy of

life, if the course is b'et-anything more than a super-,

ficial treatmc,at of the subject. The teacher can encourage

open discussions of death only if he is co4rtable with

the subject himself.

46Reeves, p. 15.
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Who ,,is teaching death education? Health educators-,

David Leviton and Dale V. Hardt; English teachers'Chris-

tine Fontenot and Theld Bevens; elementary school teacher,

Theodora S. Russell; philosophy professor Florence M.

Hetzler;. social scientists Saira, G. Wilcox and Marilyn,

Sutton; and 1-iysicians Stacey B. Day 'and Elisabeth KUbler-

Ross; as'welI as thanatologists,,ofer such Courses-
.

The fact that educators in such diverse disciplines.,

are teadhing death educatiOn indicates the widespread

need for such cour)-es. David W. Berg provides further

evidence for the need by demonstrating how death educa-

tion Meets three common 'criteria used in determining the

suitability of courses for schools. HeeXplains that:

1. It? is a universal of human exi:7Yence and,a

concern teenagers face is bvide ced by/teen

suicides, abortions, and auto cciden-tYs

2,, Thf- degree of interest generatd,is high. .

The typical respondent to the ,IYOu and

Death" questionnaire in PSychoiogy Today

wasilityte20t024year_oldagiebracket.

3. The subject is.ofuen misUnderstod, and .

there is a general lack of-limcwedge'

about it.
47

47David W. .Berg. "Death Education in Today's -

I/Schools: IA Rationale" in Communicating Issue's in Thana-

40,,



Berg's Sentiments are echoed by J hn W. McLnre,

and Edwin J. Hart,
49

. who argue for the iri11 of death

35

'48

education in the public school curriculum.

Some vojipes oficaution have also been raised, .

however. McLure, while favoring death education, also

examined the risks involved. He Warnsthat teachers may

be polarized on the issue )iiith some greatly stimulated by

the idea and other exhibiting extreme reservations;

theological questions may arise,; and,adverse psychological

reactions,may occur whibh the teacher'is not trained to

handle.50 Joanne Koch reports that the Barr/Harris center,

'Which proVides seminars on death. and.dying in the Chicago

area, does not favor an intensive death education pro

gx-un forvyounger children.
51 They belieie that it may

arouse Tears and anxieties in the children. Finally,

Peter 11.13eisheim warns that death education courses can

"1

tology, edited by Austin H. Kutscher, et al. (New York:
MSS:Information Corp., 1976) p. 248.

11-John W. McLure, "Death Education," Phi Delta
Kappan (March, 1974), p. 484.

404',-Edwin,J.Hart, "Death Education and Mental Health,"

Journal of School Health; (September, 1976), p. 407,

5PMcLuie, p. 85.
. ,

51Joanne Koch, "When Chijdren Meet Death," Psycho-
logy Today, (August, 1977),; p. 80.



be artificial and -theoretical if there is no close rela-t

tionship between. the schools and the hospitals. 52

In conclusion, while these authors_express legiti-,

mete concerns, there is no indication thata well-planned

and well-executed.course in death education causes harm -

to students. However, proper planning, teacher-training,

counseling and follow-up are
1

all 'essential if c,ne wishes-

to prOiride an effec,tive course. With such safeguar&S as

counseling, even if psychological conflicts or guilt

feelings are aroused in the students, they can be adequately

managpd. While anxious parents and administrators should

be approached with sensitivity and undei.standing, the,

potential benefits of death education are too great to

allow them to bar it from the schools. Responsible edua-

tors members of the helping-professions and 'concerned

laymen, should band together to encourage the inclusion

of deatheducation in the high.school .cutriculum. The

fruit of such a concerted effort could well be the type

of person that Kubler-Ross describes in the closing of

her book, din Death and a_igrn:

Those who 'have the strength and the love to
sit with a dying patient'in the silence that goes

52-reter H.
Communicating

Kutscher, et al.
P. 246.

Beisheim, "Death. Education: Yes, but...",'
Issues in Thanatology, edited by Austin H.
(New York:. Pips Information Col-'p.', J976),

44
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beyond words (Original it1.4q.$).11k ow that this
moment death] is neither frightenin nor
but a peaceful cessation of.the functioning of the
body.. Watching a peaceful death of a human being
reminds us of a falling star; one of the million
lights in a vast sky that flares up for a brief,
moment only to disappear into the endless night
forever. To be a therapist of .the dying,gatient
makes us aware of the uniqueness of each indivi-
dual in this vast sea of humanity-- It makes us
aware of our finiteness, our limited lifespan.
Few of us live beyond our three score and ten
y ars and yet in that brief :time mok- of us create

Live a unique biography and wpayr ourselves
into the fabric of human histOry.,-.

Current Research on Death and in

Until recently, research on attituges toward

death has been conspieucus by its absence. Charles W.

Wahl, writing in the late 1950's, observed'that thanato-

phobia (anxiety about-death) had alup no descript.ion

in-the psychiatric or psychoata Lc literatui.e.
54

As

recently as 1969) Herman Feifel, a pioneer in research .on

death attitudes, issued a plea to psychological researchers4

urging them' to investigate the subject of death more

4

extensively.55 Ten years earlier in 1959, Feifel had

53Kubler-Ross, p. 276.

'54Charles W. Wahl, "Thu rear of Ileath," in Death
and Identity, edited py'Robert Fulton. (New York: John
Viley& Son; Inc., 1965), p. 58

55Herman Feifel, "Attitudes Toward De,ath," Journal
of Consulting and Clinical Psychology (June, 1969),: p. 292.



edited'Ihe.Meanlmg Of Death. This book wa,l; the first

attempt to lullAtogether the available research on death.

4 ,

Death. and Iden'tfty, edited by Robert Fulton and published

n1965, collat6d th& research that had been done. subse--

quent to the publication of Tie Meaning of Death. Unfor-

tunately, there have been no further attempts at collating

the research .on the subject of death. ,his thesis, by

reviewing the related researchwill help to fill this

void.

lthough somewhat dated,:the studies Feifel and

Fulton collected are seminal works in the field. _There-

fo:re, some of the studies will bd. briefly discussed in

.this section on related research.

The research on attitudes toward death is cate-

gorized and presented in the follng order: children;

adolescents and young adultsand adults and the elderly.

Thep, the research on death education is presented.

Children's Attitudes Toward Death

Maria Nagy was one off:the first researchers to sys-.

tematically investigate the'. child's view of death.56 The

56Maria H. Nagy, "The Childs View of-Death," in The

Meaning of ,Death, edited by Herman Feifel. (New York: McGraw-

Hill Co., 11759); p. 62-92.
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subjects of% he study were 378 children, aged three to ten,
L_

living in Budapest in 1948. From compositons and draw-.

_-ings_on death done by the children, and subsequent dis-,

cussions with the children about Wleir work, Nagy discovApd,

c,

that there are definite: modal developments in the child's

thinking about death. She explains her results. thuSly:

(1) Th child who is less than five years of

)

age.usuallydoes.not.recognize death as an

irreverSible fact.

Between the ages of five and nine, death

is most often personified and thought of

a contingency".

Only at the .age of nine and 'rater does h

as

-begin to view death.as a process which happens

to us according to certain lav:rs.57

Helen.Swain, who examined the concepts of death

120 children in the Chicago area, obtained results

sidilar to Nagy's.58 Swain *discovered, that the variables

of sex, level of parental education, and degree of religious

57Ibid., Tp 80-81.

58Helen L. Swain, "The Concept of Death.in Childre
Ph.D. dissertation. Marquette University, 1975. Dissert

Lion Abstracts International. August, 1976. p. 890-A.

O
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.influenc'e in the family had no significant' effect on the

children's concepts of death. The 'age of the child, however,

was a significant:factor.

Alexander. : and Adlerstein59 studied the affective

respOnses to the concept of death in 108 males, ages 5-

15 attending a summer camp. Most of'the children were

from low-income families. Based on data from three sources,

the response times; galvanic skin resppnses; and response

swords of the subjects when presented with-neutral stimulus

d.words and death related' stimulus words; the researchers

concluded-that all the children demonstrted'increased

emotional respr,nse to death related words,. By measuring

galvanf.c skin responses,this study showed that death is

an emotion-laden subjeCt for children, even though.they
ti

may not be 'consciously aware of its significance.

Adolescents' and-YoungAdults'

Attitudes Toward Death

.

g the method-they employed when studying

he children i s mer-camp, Alexander and Alderstein

591fvin E. Ale = der and,Arthur M. Adlerstein,
,

j'

"Affe tive'Res onses to he Conceiito-f Death in a Population
of Ch ldren an Early Ado escents," in Death and Identity,
edite by Robert Fulton. . New York: 'John Wiley & Sdns, Inc.,_ .0 /

1965) pp. fil-1.1.
__ _ _ _ /--

7
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examined male collet students' affec ive involvement

with the concept of death.
60 These ubjects also exhi-

bited gFeateremotional intensity wh n presented with

; dearth related Words. FrOm their rrsqlts, Alexander and

Adl rstein concluded that even for normal people, who
l At.

ka
P
p ar consciously indWerent to death, death can be a

foxLe that has a significant effect, especially on the

14sis conscious-le;rel.

David Lester, presently one of the foremost researchers

in the field of attitudes toward death, has extensively

studied the fear of death in college students. In 1969;

Lester and-Collett devised and validated a scale'to

-Alaeasure fear of death.
61 They distinguished four fears:

fear of 'death of-self; fear of death of others; fe.ar of

the dying of self; and fear of the dying-of others. The

.scale, first used to study female college students in--

'Oregon, was comprised of thirty-eight statements con-
;

cerningthefour'fears.-Itwasasixpoint-scale.LS strongly

-°Irving E. Alexander and Arthur M. Adlerstein, "Is
Death a Matter of Indifference," in Death and Identity,
edited by Robert Fulton. (New York:- John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,Inc.,.

bp. 82-89.

61David Lester and. Lora J. Col1,46,- The Fear of

Death and the Fear of Dying," The Journal of Psychology,
(July 1969), pp. 179-81.

4D
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agree.was rated "473"; and strongly disagree was rated

"=3". 'In the initial study, the subjects showed,a signi-

ficantly higher fear of death than of dying.

In 1970, Lester studied twenty females enrolled at

the State University of Buffalo-in order to determine the

relationship between the fear of death in.the students and

fear of'death in their parents.62 Lester found that the

students had a signf_ficantly greater fear of death of self

than did their mothers. The Spearman Rank Correlation

showed a correlation between the daughters'- fear and.
)

those of their fathers. Th 'udy, I 'Ated (_) e

done by Lester in which he found that, sons resemble their

paients.more'in fear Of death as they'moVe through adoles-

63 underscore the significance of parental attitudes

in the formation of the child's attitude toward death. If

,the-parent is fearful, it seems that the child is more

likely to be fearful as well.

In 1972, Lester studied the effects of age and

62Dal:rid Lester, "The Relationsnip of.Fear.of Death
in Subjects to Fear of Death in Their Parents," Psycholo-
gical Record, 1970), p. 541.

-4-63David Liesterand?Donald Templer, "Remblance of
Parent-Child Death

. .

Anxiety as a Function of Age and Sex of :

Child," -Psycho-logical Reports,, (December 1972), p. 720.
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sex differencesjonthe fear of death." The subjects

. were forty-six Students in psychology class at :n

Eastern collegel The subjects' ages:rangedjrom seventeen't

to fifty. Using; the'Collett-Lester fear of death scale,'

Lester-found ric. correlation between age and fears of

death. Howeveifetmales had significantly greater fear
,;

of.the.death of self andjIthors than did males.

The ReVerend Patrick J. O'Doherty studied the

tudes of death of public and parochial high school student's

in 1972.65 jUsing-a modified forM of the questionnaire

I

'You and, Death" which was devised by.: Edwin Shneidman fbr

the Psychology Today.study1.0'Doherty concluded that the'

majority of the -blab groups had fatalistic attitudes toward

death; were influenced by religion informing their atti-
,

'tudeS toward death; believed in after life, but riot in.

reincarnation; thought of death occasionally; hoped,they

would die in old age; and hoped that their image would

survive them. Furthermore, O'Doherty discovered that one

out of twelve students in.the sample, had attempted suicide.

64David Lester, "Studies in Death Attitudes, Part
Two," Psychological Reports (April 1972),. p. 440. (Other
studies can be found in Psychological Reports (ctob.er 1969)

437-438.and (August 1970) p. 136.

6
50'Doherty, pp. 93-95.

J
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Based on the'se results, he recommended that dedth educa-

tion be given greater consideration by the Boards of Edu-

catio at.the.. two schools involved in the study O'Doherty's

results are diScussed,farthcr in Chapter IV of this paper.

In 1975, Dale V. Hardt developed an instrument to

measure attitudes toward'death.66 'The. validity and reiiabil

ity Of:the instrument wa's established -using a sample of

692:subjects between the ages of thirteen and twenty-six'.

who lived in the Southern Illinois area. The mean age

of.the respondents was seventen. Using the split half

method of reliatility with the Spearman Brown "Prophecy

Formula" serving as an adjustment formula, a reliability

coefficient of .87 Was produced for the scale. -The,

Statistical requirements far concurrent and construct

validity were also met. "ate scale was judged ti be read-

able by the fifth grade :and up, based on e iteria set

forthby Flesch and by Dale and Chall.

, In his study, Hardt found that the mean score on

the death attitude scale was 2. _01, with a standard

66Dale V. H rdt,'"Development of an Investigatory
Instrument to Meas re Attitudes Toward-Death," The Journal ----

of School Health ( ebruary 1975), pp. 96-99. (This instru-
ment was used by t e investigator for this study).

Jcl
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doVlialkm of 6(94. He explained that scores from 1.1

to 3.0 on the scale' represented attitudes that ranged

from."unfavorable" to "neither favorable nor unfavorable"

respectively; and scores fromz3.0 to 4.9 represented
, . 1_,

attitudes that rangedI-rim "neither favorable nor unfavor-

able" to "favorable" respectively. Hardt warned that

extreme attitudes; whether unfavorable or favorable, could

be an indication of poor emotional health

Hardt's results indicated that age, sex, social

position, church attendance and recency of death experience

had little effect on the respondents attitude toward,

' death. A multiple regreFsion analysis showed that only

7.8 per cent of the variance could be accounted for with

these variables included. Hardt also found that the mean

death attitudes of the thirteen to seventeen year olds

were more unfavorable .than favorable, and that the older

subjects scored slightly higher than the rest of the sample.

A scale similar to' Hardt's was deyeloped by Larson.67

In two studies using the instrument, he found that positive

attitudes toward death of 81 college undergraduates tended

69Knud S. Larson, "Attitudes Toward Death: A
Desensitization Hypothesis," Psychological Reports,
(October 1974), pp. 687-690.
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to be related to low religiosity; and that; a comparison

of twenty male physicians, thirty-two college professors,

and fifty-eight male and female college students indi-

cated that age, and. experienCevith death did not relate.

to positive attitudes towagA death because there were no

significant differences between the scores of the three

groups. HoWever, Larson discovered that positive atti-

tudes towakd,de-ith did correlate with exposure to the

'death of an acquaintance or an unknown person, but not .

with exposure to the death of a loved one. Larson]suggested

that the trauma of losing a loved one might explain this

finding.

In other studies involving adolescents and young

adults, Templer found that for religiously very involved.:

persons, those who were more religious tended to/6e less

anxious about death, based on their ,scores on his death

anxiety scale.68 Iammarino, who used Templer's scale

to study 250 ninth graders in Ohio, discovered that

children living with twO'parents had significantly less

anxiety about deatl1 than did children with only one

68Donald I. Templer, 'Death Anxiety in Religiously
Very Involved Individuals," Psychology Reports, (October,,.
1972), pp. 361-362.
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parent. 69 Tammrino hypothesized ttcit the inti-

mate interpersonal relationships with parents migh'6 have

negatively affected the child's degree of anxiety about

death.

Dickstein's results led him to, conclude that, gui:lt.

was not a significant etement'i6 conce7-n about death for

the 18') College females in his stifdy..7° However, the

number of death references and themes of illicit sex on

the Thematic Apperception Test were positively related to

death conCern -while theoretical values and social desir-

ability were negatively related. Dickstein propdsed that,

death and sex were positively related' because they were

conflict laden areas of experience, and that social con-

cerns about death were negatively related because the

general culture avoided the topic of death.

From the research available, same general charac-

teristics bf adolescents'.attsitudes toward deathian be
A

tentatively proposed. Adolescents do think about death,

69 NicholasNicholas K. Iammarino, ''Relationships Between
.DeAtICAnxiety and Demographic Variables," Psychological
Reports', (August 1975), p. 262. .

70Louis S. Dickstein, "Self7Repoft and Fantasy
Correlated of Death Concern," Psychological Reports,
(August 1975), pp 147-158.
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and it is an emotion charp;ed sul,jeet for' them. Their

attitudes toward -death are affected by the attitudes of

their parents, especially the attitude of the same sex

parent. Having only one pare :it, at home may increase

anxiety about death. Girls tend -Co be more fearftil of

death than boys. Most adolescents have a high need for

approval and acceptance, so their somewhat unfaVorable

attitudes toward death. may be a reflection of the prevail-

ing ,niltural attitude toward death. In other words, since

our culture frolvns upoAdiscussing death, a favorable

,attitude toward death might be seen,. as unacceptable.

The' testing of these hypotheses by future researchers in

the field could contribute significantly to knowlede -of

adolescents' attitudes toward death.

Adults' and Elderly Persons' Attitudes

Toward Death

Adults have been neglected-by researchers on,death.

The only research into normal adult's attitudes toward

death that has been done was Edwin Shneidman'S study for

--71
Psychology Today.. Even in this study, only twenty -one-

71Edwin S. Shne41man, You and Death," Psychology

Today (June 1971) pp: 43-45; 74-80,
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per cent of the sample was over age tiilty-five..

evqr, since PsycholoFy Today received over thi rLy thousand

replies to the survey (the largest response eves obtained

for one of their' surveys), the adult sample was quii:e

large. -Unfortunately, most of the results of this study

were not reported by age group, so it cArs impossible for

this investigator to determine exactly how ,the adults in

the sample had responded.

Shneidman found that while fifty-five per cent of

the respOndents strongly\ wished that there was an after-

life, only forty-three per cent tended to believe in it.

He also found that sixty-five per cent of ithe respondents

attitudes toward death had been influenced by religion;

and ,fifty-two per cent had been at least somewhat influ-

enced by the threat of-nuclear destruction. For one-

third of the adults in the study, death meant the end,

the final process of life; and the most distasteful aspect

of their own death was that they would no longer ha

any experiences.

Most adults over t rty-fivef. reported Shneidman,

believed' that children and adolescents were more afraid

of death than those in other age groups, would not sacri-i

ficetheir lives for any reason; and wished to outlive..

their spouses. Shneiilman's results are discussed further
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in Chapter IV of this pripe.

The attitudes of the elderly toward death have

been researched by Swenson. 92 He presented a "Death

AttitudeCheck List" to over 200 individuals from nursing

homes, golden age clubs, and industries employing persons

ove-' sixty years of age. The,results indicator that'

forty- -five per cent of the respondents had a pOsitive

or forward-looking attitude toward death; forty-four

per cent were evasive about their attitude; and ten per

Cent _feared death. The more religious /the individual in

this study, the more positive was his attitude. Rhudiek's
. ,

study of sixty aged members of an Age Center-in Boston'
t-

z
corroborated Swenson's results.73

Jeffers also found. a relationship between religion
.r74and death attitudes.' In his study of 269 community

volunteers in North Carolina aged sixty and ov#17., Jeffers

(-N found positive correlations between fear of death and

Wendall M. Swenson, "Attitude Toward Death Among.
.the Aged," in Death and Identity-, edited by Robert Fulton,
(New York: John Wiley & Sons', Inc., 1965), p: 105.

73PU1J. Rhudick, "Age, Personality, and Health
Correlates of Death Concerns in Normal Aged Individuals,"
in Death and Identity, ibid., pp. 123-131.

94
Frances C. Jeffers, et al., "Attitudes of Older

Persons Toward Death,".in Death and Identity, ibid., pp. 142
146.



the following factors: less belief in afterlife; less'

frequent bible reading; feelings of depression'and rejec-
/

tion;'and lower I.Q. effers points out, however, that

his.stUdy was- done inta community in the "Bible-belt"

region.

Shrut's study showed that older people in a home

for the aged.who lived in an environment similar to "what

they were accustomed to before entering the'home, i.e.,

ar :apartment, had less fear of 'death than elderly persons

who Were institutionalized:75 The people- -in the home for

the aged were also less suspicious, and more responsive,

alert, and cooperative. The facts should be kept in)

mind' by whose responsible for caring for the elderly.

Research on Death Education

Dale V. Hardt 'iss one of the few resoarcrhers Who

irivestigated .th.eeffects of death education on the atti-

tude of the students taking the course.?6 Using an atti

tude scale, which he tad.previously developed, as a pre-

75Srmuel.D. Shrut, "Attitudes Toward Old Age and
Death," iu Death and.Identity, 161 -169.

76Dale V. Hardt, "A Measurement of the- Improvement
of Attitudes Tow d Death," Journal of School Health,

(May 1976) , pp. 9-270.. r
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test and posttest ors eighty7six students at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, Hardt found. that the groups' attitude

toward death had become more favorable after a 'forty-five

hour course in "Death and Dying." The mean score on the

pretest was 3.074, while the mean on the posttest was

3.31_8. By use of the "t-test," this difference was found

to be statistically significant beyond the .0005 alpha

level. While each age group, eighteen to twenty-seven,

showed a gain the nineteen year olds showed the greatest

gain, from a mean score of 2.78 to Qne of 3.32. Hardt

also founo that while males had a higher meah score on

.the pretest, the females mean score increased more from

pretest to posttest. Overall, Hardt found that si,xty7one

per oent of the group showed an improvement in their

scores, twenty-three per cent declined, and sixteen per

cent remained the same. He concluded by saying that the

study might be pointing to optimum ages for introducing

'death education courses.'

In Et similar study, Murray tested the effects of

a death education course on thirty female nurses selected

at random from a -group of 330 nurses in a New York City

hospita1.77 Using Templer's Death Anxiety. Scale, she found

77Patricia Murray, "Death Education and Its Effect

on theAnxiety Level of Nurses," ..pachologicaL RepOrts,

(Dpcember.1974), p. 1250.
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that: the pretest mean was 6.70; the posttest I mean

(immediately after the course) was 6.36; and the posttest'

II mean (four weeks later) was 5.6_5. While-the decrease

in anxiety measured by posttest II was significant, the

decrease on pbsttest I was not, and Murray was uncertain

of the reason for this. The four-week interim - might have

provided the nurses with the time for reflection needed

to internalize the experience of the course.

Herrold encountered a related problem in his study.
78

He developed a.simulation experience on death and dying

o be used in a Christian parish setting. Before and

after the experience, which included exploration of Bib-

lical concepts of death, discussions on feelings about

death., and helping the participants to cope with possible

ft-ture situations Herrold administ?red both the Templer,

Death Anxiety scale and Boyar's Fear-of Death scale to

the sixty-nine participants andthirty-eight.controls.

He found tha!: there was a significant increase in the

partioipant's anxiety and fear of death, and concluded

that the increase was directly related to their confronta-

.0

78Thomas Edward Herrold, "The Construction'and
Validation of a Simulation Experience Dealin! with Atti-.
tudes Toward Death and Dying," Ph.D. Dissertation, Lan-
caster'Pheological Seminary, 1975." Dissertation Abstracts
International, August, .1976.;= p. 1040-A.
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tion with their attitudes toward death and dying.

Both Murray and Herrold's findings are consistent

with the Freudian theory that as repressed material be-

comes conscious, anxiety increases. This increase can be

helpfu] rather than harmful, however, if the person is

assisted in deaIitg with it. Thus, death education courses

can be beneficial even if they cause an increase in the
7

students' anxiety, because tna anxiety may motivate them

to seek help in changing. Such a possibility underscores

the importance of follow-uponstudents involved in death.
A

eduOation courses.

The only other research. studies on death .education

available at this time were done by Bernard Schoenberg-79

In two related surveys of medical schools' curriculum

on death and dying he fount) that based on the responses

from 121 chairmen of departments in medical schools through-

out the United States, the need for improved and greater

curriculum coverage of death related issues was generally

. recognized, but there was little evidence of any intention
.

or capability to make the changesito effect improvement.

79 ABernard Schoenberg, et. al. "Medical School Curri-
culum Dealing with Death, Dying, Loss, and Bereavement:
Faculty Attitud and Student Attitudes," in Communicating
Issues. in Thanatology, edited by Au$tin Kutscher, 'et al-.1
ffeT,TTork: MSS Information Gorp. 1976), pp. 275 -293.



Responses to a similar questionnire sent, to medical stu-

dents indicated that they agreed with the chairmen's

general assessment of the situation.

The most interesting result of this survey was

the response, or rather, the lack of response. Schoenberg

sent questionftaires-to ,the dean and the-chairmen of the

departments of. eVery medical school iri the United States.

He received-only thirti;-four replies'fromthe departments

of psychiatry, twenty-two from medicine; twenty-four from

surgery; twenty-seven from pedi atrics; and fourteen from

deans. The Students followed their mentors' lead; 915

were sent to Columbia, and 116 were returned; 115 were

sent to New Mexico and 53 were returned; and .280 were sent

to Stanford and 1?3 were returned. It would appear that

the subject, of death is not even important. enough to the

medical profeSsion Tor them to take the time to fill out

a questionnaire. While readingthese reports, this

investigator recalled the resistance of the doctors Kubler-

Ross described in her book On Death and DyinK. Schoen-

berg'ssurvey .provikle0:a:clue as.to why those doctors were

so inadequately equipped to deal with death effectively. /

In light of the importance 'of physicians' attitudes

toward death, some results of the study merit further
.

mention. T'e responses to questions fOur and nine especi-
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ally illuminating. When asked "How plerised are you

with teaching efforts to prepare medical students to

care for'dying patients?" eight peg cent of the chair-

men responded that they were very pleased; twenty-three

per cent were displeased and the rest were somewhat please

Ho-everlwinety-nine per cent of the students at Columbia

oforty-seven per cent of the. students from Stanford; and

twenty-eight per cent of the students from New Mexico

were displeased.

In response to the questfon,'"Does your department

require 'reading fgr the students pertaining to caring for

the dying?" nineteen per cent of the chairmen answered

"yes"l'and sixty-two per cent answered "no", Eighty-five

per cent of the Columbia students answered "no", as did

fifty per cent of the New Mexico students, and seventy-

five per cent of the Stanford students. It is strongly

hoped that steps will be:taken,to resolve this deplorable

neglect of the issue of death and dying in American medical

Schools. For, if medical students are so ill prepared

to. deal with the dying person and his family, the ques-

t-tion arises as to their preparation. to-deal with any of.

.their patients as unique and significant human beings.
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CHAPTER III

COLLECTION AND TREATMENT OF THE DATA

The Data Gathering Instrument!

The attitudes of the senior high school students

Were drawn from a study of their responses to a three

part questionnaire consisting of 32 questions. The ques-

tions in Parts I and III were selected from the question-

naire entitled "Xo:1 and Death" designed by Edwin Shneidman

of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences. .

3.

It originally appeared in the August, 1970 edition of:

Psychorogy Today.

All the questions in Parts I and III were multiple

choic'e. The selected questions were designed'to ascer7.

tain the. respondents' first experienc.,s with death, the

major influences on their attitudes toward death, and

their feelings about funerals and types of burial. The

one question on their,attitude toward death education

was not in the original questionnaire.

Part II of the questionnaire, was designed and

validated by DaleV. Hardt while with the School of Health

Sciences and Physical Education at East Stroudsburg (Pa.)

State College. The questionnaire, which originally

57
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appeared ire the Febru.ary, 19y5, edition of The Journal' of

School Helth, consists of 20 statements of attitudes

toward death (e.g. I can L:ccept the thought of death; I

.regret the thought of death). The respondents were asked

to peke a check-mark next to each item with which they

agreed. The scale was designed to determine the state-

ment which best described the respondent's attitude toward

death at the time he took the test.

A rough draft of the instrument was criticized by

the Reverend John Picciano, M.S.W., school pastor of Father.

"Lopez High School and by the research professor who directed

the thesis. It was approved as an appropriate instrument

for the purposes of this study.

The Pilot Test

In order to determine if senior high school students

would interpret the meaning of the questions consistently,

the questionnaire was submitted to five senior year stu-

*,d'ents enrolled in a Catholic high. school that wi:.s not'a

part Of the survey population.

In the pilot test, each student responded to the

questionS'as they appeared on the form. They were then

asked to indicate .any queStions or directions that were

not clearly stated and which they may have had diffiCulty

interpreting.

U

.1
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All of t, students stated that they understood

the questions, and their respohses confirmed this. One

-sufggestion was made, however, regarding Part II of the

questionnaire. Since the directions for Part II differ

from those in Parts I and III, the students suggested

that the diredtions be read aloud before the subjects

answered: this part of the questionnaire. This change.

was incorporated into the administran of the .ques-

tionnaire when it was taken by the students in the two

schoOls which - comprise the sample.

The Research Population

The research population consisted ci seventy-five

junior year students in a Cathclid high school who had

had a six-week course in death education, and sixty-nine

junior yejar students in a Catholic high School who had not

had a course in death education. Both, high school's are

located on the east coast of.Florida, within the Catholic

Diocese of Orlando. Both schools charge about the same

tuition and enroll between 350 to 400 boys and girls in

grades 9 through 12. Both have a ratio of Catholic to

non-Catholic students of approximately 6 to 1.. Even though

both schools are, integrated, the studeLt bodies in both

schools are. comprised primarily of young men and women

representing white, middle-class homes.

6':
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Distributing the Instrument

In preparaton for the administration of this

instrument, the investigator porsonally interviewed the

school pastors of the two Catholic high schools to secure

their permission to survey their students. The question-

naire was administered during school hours; Those adminis-

tering the test in both schools were given explicit instruc-

tions on how to administer it. The respondents were

instructed not to place their names on the questionnaire

because any answer sheet that was signed would be dis-

carded. The school pastors were asked to make itLclear

that no studoilt had to participate in the survey if he or

she preferred not to do so.

Organizing the Data

In order to perform the necessary
analysis of the

.data, a master table was constructed for each school

which listed each subject's score on the Attitude Toward

4141,

Death Scalc, and his response tO each item on the ques-

tionnail4 From the data obtained on the subjects' age,

sex, race, religion, and degree of religious commitment,

a profile of the participants was developed.

In order to test hypothesis one which stated that

two-thirds of the students would have attitudes..toward

1.`
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death that were more favuralle than nnfavorable, t4ie

attitude scale scores were caputed _ins the manner explained

by Hardt, who/developed the seal e.1

The scores were then classified in the following; five

categories:

Category Score Range

1- Very flavorable (3.75 - 4.90)

2. Favorable (3.0 3.74)

.3. Nciter 6 e

nor Unfavorable

4. Unfavorable
4r

Very Unfavorable

(2.9 2.99)

(1.95.-

(1.1 - 1.94)

The' distribution was listed in number and per' cent

in each category, for High SChool X; High School Y; and

the total sample. Since Hardt suggested that extreme

scores, whether high or low, were indicative of unhealthy

`attitudes the upper and lower limits of scores representa-
,

tive of non-pathological atLitudes were say at 4.20 and

1.85, respectively.

1Dale V. Hardt,, ."Development of an Investigatory
Instrument to Measure Attitudes Toward Death,' Journal of
,School Health, (February, 1975),. p. 97

1J
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HYPothesis two staLed thaf, the students-from High

School X would have more favorable'aLLitudes toward death
e

than would the students. from High School -In order to

determine if the difference' was statisticallngignifiCanti

the chinguare'test of the median scores waa used, rather

than themean test, in order to counteract the effect of
'15

the extreme scordb. Following the method described by

Garrett,
2 these steps were taken:

1. -.The median of the total sample's scores on-the Attitude

Toward, )eath Scale was Computed.

2. The 2 x 2 fold table was'drawn. At or above the common

median'vs. below the meuian constituted one category

in the table, and High School X students vs. High

School Y students, the other.

The -appropriate values were, substituted in the formula:

X2

Solving for X
2

.

To accept the hypothesis, more students from High

School X must score at or' above the median than do students

2Henry E. Garrett. Statistics in Psychology and .

Education. (New York:. David McKay Co., Inc., 1966),
PP. '2.62-2EJ6.
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from High School Y, and the differer,(7e must be s(atistic7

ally significant.

Hypothesis three wasalso tested by the same

statistic. Scores above the,median and scores below the

median vnstituted,one category on the 2-x 2 fold table.

The other category was also dichotomo4d, with the break-
s

down determined by placing in the same group those who

were influenced by their religion course and if. they

faVored a course in death education in the curriculum.

-They were coipared to thee who did not indicate positive

attitudes to both. To accept hypothesis three, more stu-

dents from the formergroup must score above the median

than 'do the students from the latter group; and the dif-.

ference must be' statistically significant.

Hypothesis Pour was tested by tabulates the re-

sponses to question seven which asks what the students
.

think-abouC death education in high schOoi. In order to

accept the hypothesis, two- thirds of the students must

indicate that they believe that death educationcourses

should be either required for 'all high school students,

or available as an elective for them.

The responses to qustions two through six were

also tabulated and organized into appropriate tables.

Although they did not 'relate directly to any of the
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hypotheses advaac.ed at the out:Jet of Me i'Audy, titer

1-provided add'itional inlorvtion
reOrd,

nci the respOnAn

attitudes.

4



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS OF-THE SURVEY

This chapter treats the.responses to ,the "Attitude

Toward Death" survey, concerning what the students think

about death and death education, funerals,. and types of

burial, and the role of religion in shaping their attitude,

toward death. It shows the similarities of the two groups,

as well as their differences.
.?"),

Before these findings are presented, descriptive

data on the research population are shown to set.-tne con-

text for t analyses of the results..

Profile of Participants

Responses were obtained from 89 per cent of
4
the

junior year students from High School X, and 81 per cent

from High School Y. Of those participating in the survey,

52,per cent of thesstudents from High School X were female,

L

while 60 per cent of the students from High School Y were

female-. Ten per cent' of tie students from High School X were

Negroes or represented racial groups other*than\Caucasian,

as cpmpared to 4 per cent from High School Y.

As wasXpected, the religious background of 89

65
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per cent of the group from High School X and 8? per cent

of the group. from.High School Y was Roman Catholic.

Based on this profile, the typical respondent from

both schools 'was a'16 or 17:year ofd sinGle, Caucasian,

somewhat. religious" Catholic female. While the profile

is not typical of the student in all American Secondary

sehoOlS, it is quite typical of students in American Catho-

lic secondary schools. Aw,generalizations made from the

results of thisy, study should bear this fact in mind.

Respondents Attitude Toward Death

Hypothesis one states that two-thirds of the respon-

)1.dents in-' he total sample will have attitudes toward death

that are more 'favorable" than "unfavorable" as measured

by the mean scores _of above 3.0 on the AttitudeToward Death_

Scale.

. Since. the-majority of-thereSpondents are Roman -,

..-----

Catholic, this hypothesis was proposed-toikest the assump-

tion that Catholic students, because of the teachings:of

the Church, have positives attitudes toward death., This

assumption is based on the emphasis given to immort:ality

that is an integral Part of education of youth as soon as

they are able to engage in religious exercises of the

Church.
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Historically, the Catholic-chur,:h. has attempted to

-asSist itsHmembers in Copilg with death. Early church

)

. fathers such as Gregory-of Nyssa, Augustine,' and Thomas

Aquinas developed in extended tracts and treatises the

.problem of man's finitude and the consummate queeition of

life after death. The conflict between the Jewish notion

of bodily resurrection and Greek concept .of the immortality,

of the soul has been a popular topic among theologians.

throughoutlhistory.

In the contemporary. period, Teilhard de Chardin

has ,written about man's existential anxiety and:its,rela-
,

tionship to his attitude toward death. The Fathers.)f

VaticanCouncil II also addressed thisquestionr. ..From

their deliberations., a Significant shift in the.Catholc.

approach to dea;th emerged. White vest'.ents signifying ;joy,

andthe"MassofthertesUrrection"replaceathe'blacl.cvest.

ments and mournfUl "Dies Irae" which characterized the old

Catholic funeral mass. The church Tethers, while reCogniz-
,

ing the natural grief and mourning caused by the loSs of
) -

a loved one, wanted to emphasize the Christian belief in

life after death.

Because of the church'itradition, many contend that

Catholics are more faVorably disposed toward accepting

death. The study done by Patrick. J. O'Doherty in 1973 for
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his Master's Thesis aL Stetson Univer:;ily partially

affirmed this view. From the comment* written by the

students in. his study, he concluded that:XI-loco who had

faith.in Jesus Christ feit very much ats..ea-6 in the face

of death and some actually,16oked forward to it.- However,

he felt that the Catholic school studetLtsi written 'comments

about death were more fatalistic and fearful than those of

the public school students. PI' ther, these comments led

Father -0'Doherty to question the efficacy of the religion

courses as presently taught in the Catholic school.

,Since Father 01Doherty's data were inconclusive, one

.of thepurPoses. of this study is.to.attempt some.clarffl-

cation of this issue. The responSes to the 4.1estions in

Part II of the questionnaire are used to test Hypothesis

one.

Part II of the questionn-aire is a Thurston-Equal-

Appearing Interval type of attitude scale developed and

validated by Dale V. Hardt. There are twenty attitude

statements on the scale. The respondents are instructed,

to place a check mark next to. each statement with which

they agree and to make no mark next to the Statements with

which., they disagree.

The statements ranged from "The thought of death is

a glurious thought," which is most favorable, to "The
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,

thought of death' is outraEeous," which is the lease favorable..

.A .score of 2.9, for-example, indicates that the statement,

"I don't Jear thoughts of death, but I .don't like them

either" mo -Closely describes.the.respbndent s atti ude .

.

-toward death at the time he takes the test. This state- 1

went isclassifiedas "neither favorable nor unfavorable

toward' death ". The higher the 'on .the test, the more

*favorable the respondent's attitude- toward death. Similarly,

the lower the score on the test, the more unfavorable the

respondent's attitude toward death. Therefore, a. score,

of 3.5 would indicate .aquite favorable attitude toward.

death, whereasia score of 1.5 indicates a quiteunfaVor-

/able pttitudey. The entire scale ranges from I '7being
),

most unfavoable, to 4.9, being most favorab 'A score

. ,

in the favorable range. indicates that the respondent can

think ofdeathmith little ,anxiety. A score in the unfavor-

able range indicates that the'respbrident has difficulty

even thinking of death.

Table I provides asummary of thedistribution

of scores on the attitude scale for High School X, High.

School Y, and the total sample iiri both number and per

cent.
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TABLE I

TUE DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE

ATTITUDES TOWARD DEATH SCALE -.IN

Attitude Scale Score ,,, No. % No; % No. %

3.75-4.9 (very favo,r-
able)

3.0 -3.74.(favorable)

2.9 -2.99 (ribithe fav-
orayLe}nor un-
favoraiVLe)

''''

1.95-2.89 (unf36vora-61e)

1.1 -1.94 (very unfavor-
able)

High School X High School Y Total

5 7.5

41 61.0 .

10.5

15 19.5

1 1.5

2 3.5

30 54.0

.7 12.5

15 26.5

2 3.

7 5.1

71 57.7

14 11.4

28 22.8

3 2.4

.

4al s
..._-

67!). 100 56 100 123 100.

The (data from-the respondents at High School X clearly

indicates that over two-thirds, or 68.5-per cent, of stn-

dents,.have a favorable attitude toward death anditan thick

of death with a minimum of anxiety. Further, seven respon-
,

dents, or 10.5 per cent, scored between 2.9 and 2.99-on

the scale, which is actually,in the.neitherfavorable nOr

unfavorable attitude range. The highest score is a 4.15,

while. the lowest is a 1.8. Similarly, 'a majority, 57.5

i-4 )

I ).J

0
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per: cent of the respondent; from High School Y scored in.

the favorable_ attitude range, and seven respondents, or

12.5 percent scored between ?.9 to 2.99.' The total range

of scores at High School Y is 1.8 to 3.96.

IL the Hardt study, the mean death attitude score

on this attitude scale was 2,93.. The mean score for respon-

dents in this sample; 3.12, is in the favorable 7:ange, and

higher Than the mean. score in HaT'dt's sample. Because of

the varying compositiorr.of the research populations,

no clear contlusion can be drawn regarding these differences.

The implications derived from the preViously men-

.tioned O'Doherty study, that the attitude toward

death of CathOlic high school :students is fearful and fatal-

istic, would seem to be ..cefuted by the results of this

study. In fact, only 21 per cent of High School X stu-

dents and 30 per ce of High Zchodi Y students indicate-

that they have any'se,---ious difficult 7y thiking about death.

The vast majority of. these stude;its have attitudes toward

death that are quite favorable.

There are three posSible expla,iations for the dif-

ferences between the results of this s,'Idy and the O'Doher"-y

study. 'First, Father O'Doherty's conclusion was based pri-

marily on infbrenc'es drawn from'wrifIten comments. It

could be. that those students- who were more anxious about

P.4 ()
11,)
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deLth felt a greater nec,d to write about their feelings on

death in order to reduce' their anXiety, just as a person

uses excessive talking or nervous laughter to reduce anxiety

in a social situauion.

The second possible explanation relates to some

Changes made in the teaching of reliLsion in Catholic.

schools since Father O'Doherty's-study in 1972-73, At

the time. of his study, the changes in the Cathollc-church

effected bar Vatican Council II, which ended in 1965, had,

only partially affected' CathoTie education. in the United

States. It was a time of traasitIon for the echools.

The indoctrination into Catholic belief which characterized

religious education. in the past, best exemplipd by the

que.-stion and answer" format: of the famous Baltimore Cate-

chism was being replaced by a more humanistic approach.

Textbooks for edUcation, which utilized the in-

sights of developmental psychology with regard to learn-

ing, as well a modern teaching metilods, were becoming

common. Values clarification was replacing memorization

of "do's and den't's "; an attitude of ecumenism was .sup-

planting that of "Catholic elitism"; love of Jesus^ as

brother and Savior, and God as Father-and Creator was

being emphas -i zed more than "fear of the Lord,"

The shift in emphasis in the Catholic church has
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"opened the window and let in some fresh air" as Pop?

John,XXIII hoped it'would: Change, though, is generally

a long and arduous process, especially in an organization

)as arge and as oriented toward tradition as the Catholic

church.
41to

'Those students who were seniors'in'a Catholic high

'school in 1972 had 'COmpleted over half of their education

before the impact of Vatican II was'.felt in America. On

the other hand, the Catho:Nic high school students-in this

sti:dy, who will graduate in 1978, are in the first wave of

graduates from "post Vafjcan Council II" American Catholic

schools. Could it be that this accounts for their

more favorable attitude toward death?; This is a question'

that fifture research. on Catholic eduCetion could address.

The third possible explanati,..4ofthe results, of

this study deals with the, impact of the Virtual ,explosion

of books,--articles, and .seminars on the subject of death

and dyinLignited by publcatloil of the pione,ering walk

of Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, On Death and Dying in '1.969.

Her mork; combined with- the highly publicized case. -of
1

Karen Ann quinlin, whose parents went to court to protect

her right to "die with dignity;" and the war in Vietnam,

forced Americans to confront the issue of death.

After years of viewing death on the evening news
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"liv. and in color" from the ofIfietaam/.

Americans co141d no lonEer deny i t so eaHly. The need. to

understanthdenth intensified, and in response, physicians,

social scientists, and clergymeil attempted explanation.

That there has been .increasing into-rest in the sub-

ject of death cannot he denied.' The 30,000 responses. to

the questionnaire on "Lou and Death" published in Psycho-

logy Today in August 1970, and the hundreds of references

to books and article,s, compil'ed in the Archives of the

Foundation of Thanatology, attest to Americans' need to

cope with death more efCectiyey. Recently, however,

it seems that interest i waning. Fewer articles and books.

-on death are being written; The war in Vietnam is over.

Energy and inflation are the isENIes of the day. Has the

question of death gone "underground" in our consciousness

once agai,L?

This investigator maintains that, like "Pandora's

Box," once the issue of death .was opened, it could not be

closed again. Death. is no longer simply written about by

experts. It is being talked about, in churches, schools,

and homes. This openness has fostered more favorable

attitudes toward death, especially omong the young. yhile

ch work,is needed to help improve the ability of Ameri-

cans to cope wiC4 death, the outlook forspositive change

13.1p2 been considerably brightened.

(--)

Ceti

xi
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Towa rd Dea for Ili Eh School. X

and Hi Lrh School Y

The literature'on 00114 purports that

courses. on death and dyirT; have the effect of imprpvint

the student.'s abil i t ;y to deal effectively with death,

Knowledge of the subject of death and dying; honest dis-

cusstons, of feelings about; death;shal:ing experiences;

, and per;:onrJ con fron4;nti on wi th the dean and dying are

general ly regnjded as..,the Lical fn( tors related Lo

changing student's at Litu6e.,.
At th ti.me of this survey, the group from Ili eh

School X had recent,ly complc,-,ted a course in "Den th and

Dying". During the course open discussions weref-asisicourage,1

on such issues an suicide, abortion., euthanasia, `funeral

customs, and grief. The students toured a local. hospital ,

a funeral home, and an old cerretery. In addition, they

read works of ii teratue on death a td Au-11 uen c,1 al-idea-

tion eXercises , and s Ludi ed the medical legal ;. and relj-

gious. aspects Of death. I

1Suggested teaching materials and the bibliography
for this course are included in Appendix BS
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if the a:',.-s;ortion:; or LI,- proi*,nt. of de.ah ed114-;

-tion are true, it would follow'that [1:; Lwo

proposed, thc students from High School X who hove had a

COUP:;0 in death education woui7r)have more favorable aLti-

tud4- tow4rd de,th than the Itudeat:; from High School Y

who,have'not had such a course.'
-

To. accept the hypothesis, more students from -High

School X z 1st score above the common 'Median on the "Ati-
.

s

I-

tude Toward Death Scale" than do Hit.h_S/chool Y tudents,

and the.difference must; be statistically signiffcant pt;
. ,

the P...05 -level.' The 'medlan score is used here instead

of the mean score ,in order. to nullify the effects of ex7-
.w.

1

score)

tr,me scores and thus provide a more accurate portrayal

of the performance of the studrALs from each 'chool.

---- The chi-square test wused to determine.if,the.
V

medirins of the obtained scores diffe,:.ed significantly.

Table II:shows the 2 x fold table and the results

TABLE II

SCORES OU THE ATTITUDE TOV7ARD. DEATH

i kCALE COHPARED BY SGHOOL

High School- X

High School Y

Below
Median

27

At or Above
Median

40

23

Signifi.c..aut at. P <.05 level).
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sror,- or Hi[:± S(T-ho:-)1

X s budents were higher than. tho. :c of 11) f:1) School

that the di f re rence is sta t; isti cal ly si gni C,idant .- There-7

fore , it cart be 'proposed- t,ha the F';rour) from rb School' X

ho a morcz favorable a t, to:,;,3 rd deo th than the group

from Hi F':11 School Y.

Lwo groups Ere fairly si'milar on the basro of

age , race rel ou h<ac . There ds a notice-

able di fference , however, in the ratio of boys to girls

in the -Om groups. .tlie Iiigh School X group, the ratio
_

of boys to girls IP,. al Ino-iikone to one; whereas in the
,z

High 'Sr.-I-idol Y group i it is about two boys to three girls.

To determine if the la rg number' of boys in Hi gh School

X group affec.tied the resul t:3, a chi-square of the friedian

scores was compu Led. Boysikand constitutes one cate-

gory, beloW and Et. Or -)rove th'e medi an , the other. The

2 5c 2 fold table_ is shown ; -Sable

TARN: 111

04:TAINED SCORF.S IN THE ATTITUDE; TOWARD

DEATH SCALE COMPARE)) Sp(
At or Abov

Below. Median Median

_ Boys

Girl s

2 L-P, 2..4'35 (not.; signi
I

vaalue, 3.84' is

22

3d

31

.2

P-e..05 a'
required)
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The tab] e i rid i ter Una f, th, d i.f in the

obtained scores for boys and girls is no t "is
.

ficant

st;'1t4tically. .-lowever, there is certainly a.difference

between the perforur:Ine of the boys and,the girlE-% The_

,

boys generally scored higher than the 00...rls. This find-
.

ing is in agreement with the work of. David Lester and

other researchers whO\ have found that. women tend.to

more fearful and anxious about def+W than mere.

The results of this analysis on sex 'differences

indicate,that some caution must be usea in interpreting

the differences between the scores of High E,..-ho.01 X stu-

dents and High School. Y students, because ti'e effect of

sex diffe'enre Cannot be ruled out completely. lurther-

more, thee al.w a number of -other ycwiables that could

achount for the differenc; between the groups, such as

their parenL.' atti-tude , their.personal experiences with .

death, and other factors that are beyond th,)scope of

this study.

Nonetheless, it is the contention of this investi-

gator that the death education course contributed signi-.

ficantly to the development of more favor01.6 attitudes

toward death among th, students-at- Hi,gh,Schbol'X: From

the responses to the quel;f:Hennaire, a poink,can be made

td support this conen,iOn.
.
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Both hi Bh !--:11001 in ti-ii..

schoo ls. Both require that TheoloE-y be taken each year.
/

In -question'one on the que:.,tionnaire the.students are

asked to rank the three major influv1-1( cm their at,ti-

tude tbvvwd ,17:nt,h. "Relicion course" is one of nine

possible Choi.ces. Af, sumary of the responises to

'this question provided In Table IV shows, the mNority of

the students from HiGh_Schotjl. X feel that their ttttitudes
.

;toward death are influencea by a ,T.ligion Course; -while

vast majority of students ff6m..High School Y dp not-.

TARhk IV

COURSE'S INPLUNNa or

ATT±TUDES TOWAFW DEATH

,
Que..#1. _Which of the folloWing list most: `influenced your

present attitude toward death? II9dicate. the.,Major 1n7

flUence by markinE-"1"; second W'"2"; third by "3".

Rr.-.:sponse:;

Religion Coarse,,:

lst-Major it fluenc.e

2m1...Major influence

3rd liajoeinfluence

. Rot.a.Major irirluenr)e
.

No. % No: %
High School' Y. . iii anti; CchOol.Y

fl

13- 19.4

13 9.4

27 . 40.3

To tals.

2 .3.6

1.8

7 ' 12.5
'4.6

67 100.G -56 3-3.0

4
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01/1 one-filLh of the sLudent!: at Hiuh,School X

feel" that a religion course is the mos, important influ-
.

,

ence on their attitude.t6wad- death, ard almost two-1*
40,

thirds believe that it is one of the major influences

for them. In comparison, more than eighty per cent of

the W,udents from Hifli School Y do not feel that a

gion course has Influenced their attitude.

In'the original -questionnaire, "Death Education

Cu -se',"fwas listed rather than "ReTigion Course," be-.

cause the investi-gator' wanted to measure the impact the

',course had upon the students from High-School X. However,

since only High School. X students had had a course in

death education, this was seen as "begging the question".

Therefore, the more general term "Reljg Couse"2 was

used because both schools tench religion,

While it is cTerir th the ma-,io2i of School

X students f:Ejt they were influenced.by -eligion course

it. can be art-Ted that. a response indicating "religion

course" as a major influence'does not necessarily mean

that the subject is'Teferringto the "Deat.and Dying"

course. OT, it could be said that the teaching of reli-
.

2The Depth and Ding course eft High School X is

part of the religion curriculum.
.

4



,ion at NiFh fIchool is nc,t'af; efreotiv.! an ti),t

High School X. To a degree, these hypotheses could be

true. However, the more plausible explanation of this

dramatic differen is, that, the "Death and Dying" course

a maur influence upon th t. Li tuden of the majority

of students at HiFh Gchool Cl. Further research is recom-
.

mended in orde to more Clearly ascertain theTeliationship

between tal-rPg a course 'in death -education and having a

favorable att.itude toward denth.
I

The RelationshiE Between the "Death anl Pying"

Course and the--Attitudes Toward Death

of Studefits from High School X

Hypothesis three was posited to fui(ther test the

impact of the 'Death and Dying" course upon the students

at High School X. It states that students froth ipjh School

X valo favor death education, and whose .attitudeS toWard

death are stronly'influenced by a religion course wil1

score higher on the Atti5He-Toward path Scale than

the other students from High '3chool X; and the difference

will be signi f leant at the p <.05

In tabulating the rasponses to qubstion seven,

however, th-e irivestigator discovered that only two.stu7

dents from High School X did
4
no fOvor having death educa-

.

8`,)



tier' tWIFLt, in Althow:n boLh r,co-red

belolir the median, no valid cor,pnrisen cnn be mhde from

such-limited dat.a. Therefore, the score of High School X
4-

students w}Lonr, atf,itud,,n ici'cl by n reliion

cc'i r: nre comphred to o HOFh School X students,

whet hr the;/ f'nvor dehLh educntion or not. The chi-squnre.

medinn-tP:A j n unr:d to deLermine if the scores

differ significantly. Table V shows the 2 2 fold table

and the results.

TABLE V

(

RESULTS OF THE CHI-SQUARE TEST ON THE SCORES OF

STUDENTS, FROM HIGH SCHOOL X WHOSE ATTITUDES

TOWARD DEATHARE INFLUENCED BY A RELIGION

COURSE CORPARI.M TO TUE SCORES OFF=

REST OV HIGH SCHOOL X 'STUDENT'S

Below At or above
Median Median

A major influence S

> Rcligicn course 16

Religion course not
'I /a major influence 16 11

x2=2.509 (not signihcant)

Table V shows. that while the reSults_are not siatis-

tically significant, over the two-thirds of the Students

influenced by-theli6on courso score above the mfldian



on th,_: a Llt.Thtlirl-: to,.,:,! rd Ch. :!
i

i. '-'. On 1y j,),)11i, or!t-!--h:-.11 f-

of the dL1-1,7r student.; do ac, wel 1 . Pu r thenmo "'Q., corripari nG

only thoFe s tudentn who i nd.i c;i Le that; their religion con r',-.3e

is the foremo:J; iflfille on their attitude:; toward deaLh

with the r:Ludent:i whosr)aLtitudes are not influenced by

their religThil cour.se yields results that are signiflca-rit
at; p .10. I evel . Tabl e V.1 preset!'.:; the ret ;ul to of the ch i -

square median testJ, on these two groups.

TABLE Vi

SCORES ON THE. ATTITUDE TOWARD DEATH SCALE OF
STUDENTS AT 'HIGH SCHOOL X WHOSE ATTITUDES

ARE-PRIMAPIhY INFLUENCED BY TKEIR
o

COURSE COMPIRED TO STUDENTS AT HIGH

SCHOOL X WHOSE ATTITUDE.5 ARE

NOT INFLUENCED BY THEIR

RELIGION COURSE

Religion course pri ry_

influence

Religion course not'an
Influence

1

Below " At or aboVe
Median

\_L)
4 10

16 11

. 3.51;5 (8.igndficant at
4

The data from Tables V and VI, while not totally

confirwing KApothesis three, lead substantial. Support to

DI
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a coursiJ in de:ith ediaLior LI!!).,k of wiLh

1

to 1

ease than studerAs who are not, in'flunced by such a course.

Further, as Table Vi i sho4, who t influenr,f)d,

by death education co uur no more ca-puble ,)f think-

ing of death without anxiet,y t/-117:r! are

not taken such a courso.

TABLE VII

stuidents who have-

THE SCORES ON THE ATTJTUV TOWARD DEATH-SCALE OF

STUDENTS AT IH.C5H SCHOOL X WHOSE ATTITUDE
.

IS INLUENCED BY THEIR RELIGION

COURSE CON PARED TO ALL STUDENTS

FRON HIGH SCHOOL Y-

Students from High S(;hool X

All studeras from High
School; Y

Below
Median

At; or .abovv,,1/4

Median #d

13 27

33 23

X?. 7.70_3 (signi.ficant at p < .hi )

'able VII i ad icALes mot dramatically the favorable

relat.onr,-hip between taking a death education cou se and

h 1 g a favorable attitude toward death,' Thes,, uits

are statisticall:; significant at p <.01 level. Fusther.

research utilizing the instrument designed for thi study



a prete: t, ar:d p().- f : t,ak;ny ;01:. se in

death educiLio N in stoncly recol:!i,cr-d J. Siv...h researr.l!

could correct-, some of the methodolocjcal deficiencies

of this study and ur:Jvide m(Jr.,.! Con(.111;v,! proof or the

relationship betwen dath educ;ition and positive at;,i-

tudes toward dent'(.

Stud en ts A ti; i tulle: ; Toward Death Educa ti on

Are high school students concerned about; death?

Do they feel n need for a structured cxperience that, would

assist them in copiw with the .problem cr'death? Or do
4

they concur 1,:fith their elders' belief' that young people

should be shielded from death? These questions prompted

the prOposal of .hypothesis four. This investig-for be-

lieves that high school students are concernd t-death

and that, they.Will. we-iconie any help that the schools can

provide. Therefore, hypothesis four proposed that two-

thirds of thestudents will.favor having death eclucation

-courses taught in high school. This hypothesis

by tabulating the respon-ses to question seven on the ques-
.

tionnaire. Table VIII provideS a summary Of these re-

zpontes, in both number and per' cent, for High School X,

High School. Y, and the total sample.



TALIH; V;II

STUDENTS ATTITUDES TOWARI) DEATd fEi.JUGATION

Courses in death edu-
cation should be:

-------

1. A rc:quired courf:o
for all stud,mts
in high school

2' Available as an
elective for all
students in high
school. I

3. Should-not be
taught

4. 10 opinion or
not sure

r
Totals

No.

Hivh School

18 ?

47

1 1.5

1 1.5

67 100

70

0/
,0

X

No.

Hirh Sc ool Y

No.

TQ,tal

2 .19 15.5

Table Viii indicates that an overwhelminp; majority

of the stud61ts in these two high schools want death educa-
./

tion_made available to them'. Ninety-sevefl per Cent- of

the /students from High School X believe that it would be

worthwhile as do almost eighty per cent of the students

from High School Y. In fact, one-quarter of the students

'from-High Schpoi X demand that death education be a re-

quired course for all students in high school! _I; is 4°

interesting to note that only One student at High School X
'1 7
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.no7; be taught. Uenversel,y, from High

School Y, wh 1 eh does not- fe de!Itl) -,,(11),-:aibn, believes

that it sliould be reired. 1Jwel vd ; tud,nts'from HiF,h

Sehoo] Y, about, one-firtn, are-either not, sure or believe

that; 'death eduration should not b? taught.

The .:e data seem to indieate that students wno are

exposed to death educot, ion are favorably disposed tb the

idea of havinu sUch Course available. Thus, the fear

of some parents and edurators, that death education

could prove traumatic young peoPle, appears to be

-unfounded.: While it Is unsettling that one student may

feel theVit should not be taught., the evidence indicates

that the death educaLiL, course was very well received.

Administrators and curriculum planners in high

school should investigate the need for death education

in their schools. To ignore the results of this curvcy

would be a di-sservi-Ce to their students, and to the so-

ciety. Researchers'.in this field have., pointed out, that

such cOurses can be ve-ry helpful to those who want to

improve their ,lity tc cope with death. They also assert

that young :peoblelwant and need death education. The

results of this stky, lend fur' support; for both of

these: points. Unfortun?Aely, the schools have been slow
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to

ex!..,reL;;:ed thi con,'ero

My concern is wi th the ai moi3t to 1; al negl e'; t,
or th r, E3,-.,11001:-. to prep:!! e yulmf.JCLers tc ment th.p
situfALion [de:!thi with sor!, mensurf: of compoF,urt-:
arid u rt.; tnnd and sure] ;',/
does .

,Con i
ind-;. 7' 4.7, to dery f,h eduenti on on the-, part of

eduent:ws ono only be i.nterpyted rls no indic'-ition of

th i nab i i i to con f on 1, th.r. p-robl em of des 1:1-f!:

One of the pr imnry gonls of education is to enable
studeots to-live -broduc_tive nnd meaningui ]fives. 1.;ro-

vi di rft; s Wrier' wi th the ah i ty and the oppo stun i. ty to

explore the mens'i f death nod discover the value of
honestly fac i rig; it, is fundnmental. to the achievement

of thi goo]

Th.e _foll:owing see ti ons di sou.3s isFnies rel ated to

den 01 nod dyi or; bnr.fl on student 3'1' rn'I ;; to questions

two through six io Fort I of the quest i re . Whlie

not directly related to the hypotheses,, t.hey pnov

added insi c;ht o to time stii'derit:; ()nee of death ,and

thlt,ii4 a tt Ludes toward den th.

f A.

9
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Influence of ReliFion on nr's

Attitude Toward Death

Researchers in the field of death attitudes have

reached'confiieting-conclusions about the influence,of

.religion.on a person's attitude. Some conclUde that reli-

giosity. has a detrimental effect, while others see .it as

beneficial in terms, of developing a positive- attitude

toward death.

ddnt

In question four of this intrumen the respon-
.

are asked'Io indicate how much of a role religion

-- played in their attitude toward death. Almost one-half

of the studenta feel that 'religion pkayed. at least a

rather significant role in their attitudes, while less

than ,one-fifth believe.thatd.t.played only an insignifi-

cant role. When the scores of these two groups on the

Attitude Toward Death Scale are compared, it is found.2
that thirty-gight students,whose attitudes wel'e signi-

c.>

ficantly influenced by religion, score above the common
. .

median, while only six of the students for' whom religion

was.nta.significdnt influence .score.abovethe median.

Using the. ,chi--squat'e median test X2 equals 9.595,.which

is .statistically significant at the level'. Thus,

it can be said that there is a.elationship between being.
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influenced Thy religi!on and haVingza favorahl attitude

toward death.

Early Expericiwes With Death

Questions, two and three'ask about the students'

recollections of death disr.ussions in childhood and the

ag6 at which they.first attended a funeral,. respectively__

In both the O' Doherty study and the Psychology- Today

study, over one"-third of the respondents could not recall

any discussion of death in childhood. In this study,

fopty-two per cent of the students could: not recall' such
.

a diScussion. On the. other hand, the O'Doherty and Psycho-

logy Today studies indicated that about one-third or the

respondents re lied opiendiscussions of death. In this

Ibstudy, less th n one-fourth of the students recall-open

discussions. Shnei..dman believedthat results pointed

to tte taboo nature of death in our society because it

was something-that families did not generally discuss.

,This -investigator agrees with Shneidthan,on this point.

FtIrthermore, it is possible that some of the students who

not recall any discussion of dea,th have repressed such

memories because of the taboo nature of death. Table.

IX provides a summary. of the students'.responses,to:cities-

tion two.



TAELE IX

4iTUDENTS' i2COLLECT1ON OF DISCUSSION OF

DEATH IN CHILDNOOD
t

f

Childhboddisdusiort
o.r No. % - No. . % No. '%

.).,,

1. :Open

.

2. With some sense
.-.pf!discomfort

3. Only when.neces-
sarynd with the
-attempt to exclude
.children

4. Never recall any
discussion

School X
.

17 25.5

10 15.,

15 22.5

_25 37

School Y
. la 18

7 12.75

12 21.5

27 48

Total

27 22

17, 14.

27 22

,

52 42.

Total .

.

67 100%
,

56 100% -123 100'

Clearly, `this study, as well as the 01Ddherty.and

Psychology Today studies, place societal attitudes toward

death in-bald relief. Death is not tobe diSCus.sed in

families, or if it must be discusSed, ,it is best that

Children are'ecluded. The consistency of the findings in
1

.611 three studies suggest that American families generally

avoid death. 'parents heed to be helped so that this trend

.can be reversed., When one considers the effect of child-

hood learning upon later life, such help for-parents-is

'DO
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.

-indeed impoLwire.

Some indication th7lt discu:;sions of death have

been repressed by the studentS can .be gleaned ,,rom their.

responses to question thuee. Over two-thirds of the

students first attended "a funeral before entfing junior

high .pchool- Thus, it seems rather unlikely that there

was never a discussion of death during their childhood.-
4r

The responses to this question are similar to the O'Doherty

study. In that study, one-third,had attended a funeral

by age ten3one-half attended their first funefal between:

ages ten and fifteen, and about ten per cent had-. neveT
.

attended.

TABLE X

AGE WFIEN STUDENTS FIRST, ATTENDED FUNERAL.

Funeral.Attendance-
-and'.Age No. %

Preschool

Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Never

School X.

.4 6

1 0 ,)

No No

School 'Y Total

7 12.5, 11 9

29 52. 75 61

12.5 17 14'

12.5 12 10

6 10.5 8 6

56 100% 123. 100%



The Final

It is .,fitting that this discusion S-itould er_d with'

an ex amination Of .the students'-attitudes toward funerals

and burial;-the good7bye. Recently, funeral prac-

tices have 'been-the subjectof much debate. There'is.some

evidence that unscrupulous funeral dire,:ctorstae adl:fant,

age of the bereaved by selling them.o'verpriced coffins,

burial vaults,_ and other "extras" to inflate_ their profit:
.

Some argue that the entire funeral industry is dedicated

to 'the reinforcement of soc iety's denial of death because

ofheir emphasis on "cosmetics" to make the dead look

more life-like.

Question six of the questionnaire seeks ,to elicit 0

high school. students' feeliTgsAowaTd the importande of
,

funerals as a mourning and grief ritual for the .surirfvors.

Their responses show that funerald- are still seen as

having at leaLt-seme significance by the majority of the

students. Rev/ever, the"-cont;roversy.surrounding-funerals

has had some impact. Almost one-fift4r:of,the students

de not attachmuch importance. to funerals and another

one-fifth are undecided about them. In general, the,

responses to this.- question parallel thospoObtained -by.

(YDohertj and'Shneidman.

o

O

0

D

b.



IMPORTANCE OF FUNERAIS

A

9/i

Question: How important do ydu.believe mourning apd.grief
rituals (e.g. fdlneraIs) are for the survivors?

Importance of furierals .No. 96' No No.

.L

Extremely important.

Somewhat important

Undecided

Not at all important

Nottvery important.,,,

Blank .'

'

School X

17 .25.5

. 27 40

10
i

cl ......)

5 7.5

7 10.5

1 1.5

School I

7 12.5

24 43.

14 25

4 7

5 9

'2 3.5

Total

24 19.5

51 41.5

24 19.5

9 -7.5

12 10

3 '2.5/

TOtals 677 100% 56 100% 13 ; 100%

It is generally accepted that young people are more

idealistic than their' elders. "trill this idealim'and con-

cern for fellow man be reflected in'the students' responses

to. question five which asked how they wished to have their.

body disposed o';after they died? That is, are the stu-:

dents more concerned with preserving the. body of the dead
.

'throUglOpraditic5nal buri:all- or with giving the gi.ft of

life by donating theibodies -Co medical .science?'. In

.hib study; O'Dpherty found that one-half of the respondents

10
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preferred- traditional burial, while only ten pc cent

would donate their bodies to sf.dence. About one-third of
0

tte lder, 'more liberal rspondents to the Psycholi*y

Today_study preferred donation and anc.ther on6-third pre-

.ferrettcremation. Only about one-fifth of that group

indicated that a traditional burial would be theirchoic

In7thi'F; study; -almost one-half of the. students prefer

.traditional burial, which is si:milar to 0!Doherty's find-

ings. ,HoWever, the idea Of donating one's body to science
.

seem :7. to have gained popularity. Almost_one-fifth of the

students would be to do this.

, TABLE XII'

DISPOSAL OF BODY AFTER DEATH

o

Disposal of body

Traditional Burial

Cremation'

Donation to'Science

I' am indifferent

Other

Totals

No. No.

School X

34 '50.5

School Y

26 46.5

12 18 125
12 -18 13

6 9 10 18

3 4.5, 0 p

67 .100% 56 100%

No.

Total

60 49.1

19 15.5

25 20

16" 13

3

1 123 100%,

0.

1



CHAPTE:I? V

SUPTHARY CONChUSION, AND REcorinEilDArri ONSb.
. .

The- Purposes erd the,Method Ymployed_

The purpose of this study was fourfold:

1. .To. determine if Catholic high school students had a

favorable attitude toward death. '.-

.2; To eompare the attitudes toward death of students. in

a Cathoi-. 1p1 school who had taken a.course in death

education ith those- of students in a Catholic high

school who'ilad not taken such a cou'rse.

To diSCover if high'school.students were in favor

of death education.

4. To determine if the attituds toward death of high

school students who were influenced by a course in

death erducation were more .favorable-than those whose

attitudes were not influenced by the course.

The 'students' recollections of childhood diScussions

on death, their first attendance at a funeral, .and their

feelings about funerals and burial were also expaored

The study involveeseventy-five junior year students. at

-one.Catholid high school, and sixty-nineat.anOther.

Both schools are located on the east coast of centrdl Florida.

9G

1J
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I

Related research on the problem was done.in,the

Stetson University 'bray, in. the Daytona rBeneh and Or-

lando public libraries, and by seeking the opinions of

. staff members at local hospitals andfuneral homes. The

instf;ument used in determine: the'atLitude toward)death

of the students was an attitude ;c -ale develOped by Dr.

92

Dale V. Hndt while he was'a professor Of Health at East
.

Stroudsburg (Pa.) State College. The other seven items
It>

on the questionnaire were selected from the "You and Death",/'

questionnaire desigried by Edwin Shneidman for the Psycho-
;

logy Today study. After the elimination of two ques-

tionnaires which were,improperly completed, 123 question-

naires were obtained for the study. Sixty-seven of them

were from students at the 'school offering death education,

-- and fifty-six were from the other school.

Testing the Hypo theses

As the initial.step in testing the hypotheses, the

responses to eachtem were fabulatecj, and the attitude

scores were determined.

I- Hypothesis ,one stated that; two7tbirds of the respon-

dents would have attitudes toward death that

a
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more fL7ivorabl: jn(:iiud by thejr

scores on the Attitude TowNI.d Scal) .

,

This hypothefls ware propod he .anise the reserch-inro
u.

. .
attitudes toward death has poduc.ed conflictrnc, _evidence on-

_

the role of religion. Some researches concluded that

religion was a contributing factor in developing a positive

.attitude, 191:tile others ma*ltained that it was. detrimental_

or had no effect. Since the subjects in this study were'

required to take a religion: course each year, results

indicating that less than two- thirds of the students had

favor"able attipldes-toward death would -stggest- that the

teaching.of.religion had either a detithental effect on

student's attitude .toward death, or no effect at all.

From the analysis of the .data, 64 per cent of the subjects

scored above 3.0 (favorable) on the Attitude Toward Death
. -
Sdale, while only 25 per cent scored' below 2.9 (unfavorable).

With the foregoing an,alysis, hypothesis one is accepted.

2. Hypothesis two proposed that, based upon the scores'

on the Attitude Toward Death Scale, the students from

4 High School X would have more favorable attitudes

.

toward death than the Students from_ High School Y.,

This.hypothesis was proposed to test theasSump-

tion that students who have had acourSe in death educa-
4
-tion are 'able to cope with 'death'.with*less anxiety than
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those who have not had such a courn-
.

O
. From an anlysis'-:-orthe data, obtaind from the .

. .. _

chi-s4ildre median ,test, the High School' X students who had
0

had a death education COLIP:.;0 scored higher on the attitude

scEfle than the fr'om High-School Y who hadnot,

had Nch a course: This dlifference was ,statistically

significant.. Based Qn t.his'analysN Hyu6thpsis twu'is

accepted.

3. Rypothesis three-proposed that there would be a ;Sfatis-
1

tj.stically significant difference between: -((a) the
;

stores'on 'theUttitude Toward Death-ScaTe of the Stu-
. - ,

dents from High School X whose attitudes were strongly

influenced -by their religion course and who favoi-ea

,

death education; and (b) the scores df the rest of
, .

High School X students.

This hypothesis was posited to determine if the

students whose attitudes were influenced by their "Death

,and Dying" religion course'mould be tore accepting of

'death than the students .4o were not 8o influenced. How-
,

ever;in tabulating the. responses, it was found that Only

two students at High Schodl X were not A !avor of having

death education taught in the ochool. Therefore; the

stores of High School X students whose attitudes were

.

influenced by their t'eligion course were compared to
.
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the scores of al 1 v't-hf-.. Cr: X F ,

Y

100

they were in, favor of.pifDah cdu,_](..)N or hot._

The chi,:square test showed, that while 68 per cent

o; the students who atLitudes werr: influene=i by the

religion course scored at or -above .the median, as opposed

to only 48 per cent of the other High School X students,

the results were 'not statistically significant. Based
3

on this analysis, hypotherlis three is rejected.

4. Hypothesis four postulated =that two- thirds 'of the'

students would favor having death education taught

in the.high schools.

This hypothe is.was-put forth to discover if the

students themselves felt; a need for courses in death-_edu-.

cation. The analysis of the respErnes to question seven

indicated that these high school. students were over-

whelmingly in favor of having death education made avail-

able: to them. Twenty-seven per cent-Ofithe students from
.

High School. -.X believed thIA-leath education was so essen=

tial that it shoi.LI:d-* a,required course for all high,

schdol students. For the total sample: about 16 per cent',

sieved that death education should be a required course;

73-per cent felt that it should be available;as an elec-
.

tive; 9. per cent were not sure; and less then 3 per, cent

thought that it shOuXdrnot be taught at all. ,v

103
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In View of Lhe6(;:t LhnL p(; a cent, of Lhe popula-

.tion stated that a course i in dea th ediwa Lion should be in

the du rriculum , hypo Lhe r' is acOep te:1 .

Other Findings

-1. Only ,22,pel' crit-of the .subjec Ls 'recalled /

open di-s-
Cl'

cusaiona about. ds.;ath from, their childhood while .42

ter cent could not. remember death being disused
.

in their homes at any time.

2. Seventy per cent.of the subjeCts'had atLended a funeral
.

.before entering junior high school 'and only.6 per cent

:had never attended a funeral during their. lives.

Sixty per cent of we subjec Ls bel ieved that grief and

mourning ri tual a were at least somewhat important for

tAe survivoi-s. Ab out -20-per cent ddid not -'attach much
. .

significance to them ;, while th re.Malnder were uncle-

aided.

. Almost one-half of the 'subjects pre erred a tra-c"
t2 C4,

tional burial. Twenty per cent would donate thpir

-bodies to sckence; 16 per cent 'preferred cremation;
. I

and, 13 pvr .cent were indiffei.ent.
, -

Furthermore, the subjects whose; attitudes toward

death Were rather signiPicd.ntly influenced by ,reli-

gion scored higher On' the attitude Scale- than did

thp

a
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those whose attitudes were not influced by reli-

gion. Thi' difference was st;Listically significant.

at -the. p < .01 level.

0 ,

Recommendations

)

1. Utilizing the instrument developed for this TivelFti-

gation, a study shoulkl-made by the Board of Edu-.

cation, of the Diocese of Orlando, as wall as by local

boards of education for public,high schools, to ascer-
.

tain the need for death education in their high schools.

The "Catholic church should continue] to implement -the

use of insights from developmental and humanis.tic

psychology in the teaching of religion because it

seems related ,to minimizing the probability of stu

dents' developing fearful and fatalistic attitudes
\ .

toWard.death.

The philosophical, legal, and medical aspects-of\

death should be treatelby teachrS in.. courses such

aqBiology;, Psychology; English; Social Studies.;

Huipanitie, Health; and Theology if. there.. is no

specific c urse.in death education offered.
e'

In-service' training for teachers interested in deVelop--

ing multidAsciplinbry courses in death education

should be mode available by the Board of Education,
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of the Dioeec of OrTand6, and by ] ocal. publie,SchOol

boards of education:

Because persons in the health-related.atd helping

professions are often faced with th/ task of assisUng

.,oth.ers'in their struggle to cop,e'with death and dying,

thisinstrument,.or some other suitable once, should

be. used to determine-the professional's attitude .

toward death. Such a deterllmpt,ipn is crucial, because

asA(ubler-Ross and othershave pointed oull if the-pro-

fessional-cannot cope death effectively, he can,

be of no help to his clients'intheir time of need.

'1.f the professional's responses to the Attitude

Toward Death Scale indieate that he liaS10ifficulty

thinking about death. courses in.deativeducation should

be made available to remedy the situation..
.144.

6. -Future research should be undertaken, utilizing'this

instrument as a preteA,and posttest on students

taking a; course in deatii education: Such research

coul'd'i.1:luminate the effect of such a.course on

thestudents' attitudes toward death.

between a

.Puture resl,arch shoi:iI0 investigate the re)..atiOnship

erson'6 attitude toward death ana, hiS

mental health.

.2
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8. School chuNnche:_; and mr 1,11. Lqy-mi: I eE shoal d

Offei' 1. our ses designed to help parents develop favor-

able attitudes toward den 1,h because the research

indicates that the chi 1.0.4 ren is at t i. tilde, toward death

is rel.E1 -Led* to the at titude of their parent;'.
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON ATTITTV TOWAR DEATH'
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This quegtionnaire is part an individual-research
.project on High School students httitudeq toward de th.
The purpose of this project is t0 gain greater undeLanding
of how students feel about this. Sensitive area so .tha

the schools can better respond to\your. needs. Your co pera-

tion is eseptiS1 to the success Of the project.. Thank
you fo.;your time and help.

Chales\R. Mojock - Guidance
Counselor Fr. Lopez H.S.

The following,items'ape pot intend0,to test your knowledge.
There are'noirightlor wrong answers. Your responsdp are anony-

mous. . .

\ 4

Part I. Mead each questiOn carefully. Please answer all of

the by che.cking the '`answer that comes closest to

your own opinion or situation..

1. Which three of the following list most influenced your
present attitude toward death? Inaicae the major influene
by marking "1"; second,by "2"; third by "3 ".,

.4- ..
.

beath of someone close

Specific reading,

Religious upbringing,

introspection,and meditation

Ritual ,(e.g. funerals)

Religioi course

TV, radio,.or motion pictures

My health (

4.

Other (specify)
A

2. Wbvi,, ybuwere a child, how 'was death talked

your. f#11015,?. (Check one):

.Openly

'With.some sense ofdiscomfort

,110

about
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Only when necessary and then with an attempt to exclude
the children

*

Never recall any discussion

3. In what.age group were you when you first attended a
. funeral?

Under three

Preschool

Elementary

Jr. 'High,

Sr.' High

Never

4.. How much of a-role has religion played in your attitud4
toward 'death?

Very significant -role

A rather significant role

_Somewhat influential, but not a ijor role

:CreIatively minor role

''No role at all

If if,were entirely up to youl.how would have your
body disposed of after you.haVe died?' (Check one)

Traditional Burial

Cremation

Donation to medical school or science and then burial

I am indifferent about this

Other

120
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6. How important0do you believe mourning and grief
rituals-are for the survivors? (Check.one)

SI

Extremely important

Somewhat important

Undecided

Not very important

Not important at all

Oourses in death education should be:
0

A required course for all students in High School

Available, as, an elective for all students in high
schoOls

Should not be taught

No'opinion.or not sure

PART II

Read each ..item careful1y. Place a check mark next to
each item with which you AGREE. Make no markFEat to
items with which you DISAGREE.

1. (249) The thought of death is a glorious thought

2. (24?) When I think of death I am most satisfied

3. (245) Thoughts ST death are wonderful thoughts

4. (243) \The though-t of.death,is very pleasanis.
A

5. (241) The thought of deata is comforting

8. (239) I find it fairly easy to think of deth

7.,:(237) The thought of death isn't so bad.

8. (235) I do not mind thinking.of death

21



9._ (233):

10. (231)

11. (229)

%

I can accept the thought of death

To think of death is common

I don't fear thoughts of death, but I don't
like them either

12:.(227) Thinking about death is overvalued by many

Thinking of death is not fundamental to me

I find it difficult to think of death

;I regret the thought of'death

J

11/.4

13. (225)

14. (223)

15. (221)

16. (219)

17. (217)

-18. (215)

19. (213)

20. (2IZ)

P AR Tt III

f

The thought of death is an awful thought

The thought of death is dreadful

The thought of death is traumatic.

I hate the sound of the word death

The thought of death is outrageous

Please check the appropriate response.

1. What is your sex? Male

2. To what racial group, do you belong?

Caucasian

Female

Oriental Negro Other

What religioil does your milt' practice?

Protestant Jewish Roman Catholic LEastern
Religion

. 4None

4. Haw religious do\you consider yourself to be?

Very religioug
Somewhat religious
Slightly religious

122

Indifferent:.
Anti-religious
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------____

5. wit effe'ct has this clusLionwii-ne ha:_i upon you?
.

It-has made me.somewhat anxiou or upi'.3et

It has made me think about my owp:fienth

It has reminiled.me how precious and fraci t. life is

No effect at all

Other (specify)

OW

Please feel free `to write about your own' feelings on
death on this paper.

4,

6
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SUGGESTED COURSE OUTLINE FOR

SIX-WEEK COURSE .IN-DEATH EDUCATION

11?

The first few sessions should be primarily teacher--

orierited. Due oto the sensitive nature of the subject16'

it is important that the teacher set an appropriate tone.

First, the teacher can assuage some fears and 'uncomforta-,

bility by noting the general difficulty that peopler.hive

with the subject of death. Then, he can discuss his own,.

attitudes about death, and how he became interested' in the

subject. At this time he can invite the class to share

some cf their feelings on the subject. Such gdestions as

"Why- do people feel the they way do about_ the subj

death?"; "Has anyone closeto you ever died?"; "What are

.your feelings about death?"; or 'Why should we study about

death?" may help to open the d2.scussion. The objective

'of these first few sessions is the teacher to help

the class overCome,its initial ,fears and establish ari. atmos-

phere of op'enness.

After these" first 'few sessions, the format of the class

Could generally be a lecture or assigned reading followed

by small gi-oup discussions on the topic. The following

are possible topics:

1. KtblerTRoSs' FiNe'Stages of Daring - Dr. Kubler-Ross

is a pioneer in the field' of thanatoTogy. Her research

4.4
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1.

with the terminally ill patients can be an excellent

catalyst for discussion on how one would deal with a loved

one who is dying. Through increased understanding of the

reactions of the dying persons, the student may feel, more

comfortable with them.-

2. Euthanasia and

publicized case of

to the forefront.

"Death with Dignity" - The recent wen-
d

Kai-en Quinlan has brought these topics

Should a person be kept alive by extra-

ordinary means when there is almost no hope of recovery?

Who decides when to "pull the plug"? What would'you do

in such 'a situation? These questions and otheis can help

the student be more aware of his ideas on the subject.
.

3. When Does Death'Come - Due to recent"-advances in

medical technology, the old definitions of death seem

inadequate, as the quinlan cape illuminated. A guest

speaker, such'. as. A medical examiner or coroner could be

most informative at this time.

4. ,Comparison or the Amiiicen-Funeral Practices with

Those' of Other Countries = In order to better under-

stand-how-our cillture deals with death and the reasons

behind our Tuneral practices, some ,student;research could

be fruitfuy.\ Studying the practices of other cultures

may provi.deinsights into alternative ways of dealing with

q
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5 Grief and Mourning - This very important topic should

be dealt with at some length.. The importance of dealing
- _

with grief in a healthy way has already been mentioned.

Presentation of the symptoms of grief and its-siznificance

can be very helpful. It is at this time that some stu-

dents who have suffered lasses may lie .able to express'

some of their feelings., if-they have not already done so.

6. Suicide - As.mentione&earlier, the rising rate of

suicide in the adolescent years necessitates explanation

of its causes and possible preventitive measures. By

becoming aware of the reasons for suicides.the student

may be alert to potbntial problems in his friendal family

and himself.

7. Approaches. of Various Religious-Traditibns to the

Problem of Death and Afterlife -.Student research can be

fruitful *here to illuminate some of the richness of the

religious traditions. By approaching the topic in an

historical rather^than-religious manner, the students can

benefit from the insights of.ihereligious interpretation.

of death and afterlife while remaining within the boundaries

of the present law concerning religious teaching in public

Schools.

There are numerous essays, poems and short stories on,'

the subject of death that can be used thrbughout the course
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deop'en the studeat' of ex::,srierce

death. 'Or, some time could be aevote-:" excluslvely to

topic such, as "Tne'l'eatmt of Death :in Literature."
,

120

Experimental OTientation

Many s4pdents hosp_-ta]s, funeral homes, etc.,

because of their a:.,stociation 1,1t,h death and sickness.

By providing an opportUnity to visit these institutions

4

and become familiarTwith t;heir operation these. fears

be overcome. The student can be more objective during a,

field trip because hq 'has no personal interest at that

time he is not going to visit a sick friend, pay

last resoects, etc.).; Thus -when'the time does come, he

0
will be better prepard.

1: Hospita' ospitals have. grown so large that

they have aCqui,SecL,a "mysterious aura". A tour maybe

helpful to familiarize -the student with'the hospital'g

fun+on andt-,p, expnne,l:.

kliurSing FlOMeS -i":Since' this is the environment in. which

bo.Many,,OS., the aged live, a'trip .to -AUrsing home-can ,

proVidethe students 'with firt-hand experience of people
/1

_., ,..-;

i
i -

close to/death:. Futher-,- it may,sensitiz6 th'eulto the
.)

jo °

-,,'!4,-,=4...Y

plightf our aged while giying the Old pedple sdie needed
I

Maw
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. .
Funeral Homes - Many high-school students have never

been to a funeral home. 'Like hospitals, funeral homes

are a,place of mystery. 'Talking to people who deal with

death every day and getting a "behind the scenes" look,

be most enlightening.

Cemetery - A field trip to an old cemetery especially

serve to prov-de a "feel" for the,ways in which people

have attempted -66 dea3 with death. Various monuments and

epitaphs on tombstones can provide insight into the feel-

ings of the dead person and their families.

Student Activities

1. Questionnaire Surveying Adult and Peer Attitudes about

Death - Such a survey of attitudes can help reinforce the

discussions about the way our culture.tries to cope with

or escape from the problem of death.

2. Values Clarification Exercises (Sidney Simon) - For

example, epitaph writing.. The student is conkrolitedwl.th

the question, "What do' I want to be remembered as being,

or accomplishing, after I'm dead?" Hopefully, he will. \
- 9

take a more serious and long-range perSpective

s goals and the, means to attain them. ,Another example

is the lqWenty-Four Hours (a Week, a Tear, etc.) to :Live"

life

about his

Exercise. By looking.at what he would-do with only a day
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to live., the student may gain insight into those things-

'that are of real value and importance to him.

By taking

education, we

tion that the

Conclusion

a realistic and honest approach to death

may;help our yoUng people come to. the realize-
;

question of death is ultimately the question

of life. As Abraham Maslow pronouced after'his near- .

fatal heart attack:

One very important aspec of the post-mortem
life is that everything gets,douly precious, gets
piercingly important . . . if yo 're reconciled with
death, then,every single moment-o every day is trans-
formed because the: pervasive undercurrent -- the fear
of death -- is removed. \

\
Hopefully death education will plant tl,e seeds of this awa2e-

ness in our students and ou4'society.

Suggested Textbooks

1. ontgomery, M. Death: End of the B ginfling? Minnea-:-
olis: Winston Press, 19-7J. (5-67 Short Course)

' .

tilcox, Sandra G., and Sutton, Maril
eath and AMultidisci lin

TR-5.tr:1 Alfred TV ishing

130

Understanding
Approach. Washing-

7 (For Long Course)
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SE11ECTED QUOTATIONS FROM STUDENTS'

COMMENTS ON DEATH ,
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About thirty students felt a need to write abolit their

feelings toward death. The following'quotations were sefefcted

----from-theit remarks.

On death:

It is not to be feared and, in fact, looked forward
to after a full and complete life. .°

-*Death must bd. accepted. It happen's, but, it also issues
a challenge from the unknoWn to each person.

Death is something that just can't be avoided and the
sooner a person accepts this, the happier he will be....
A person should just live life ,to the fullest.rJeven if
it.invoives risks. He'should contemplate on it once
in. awhile but not for 'too long.

I do not like to think of death reali ically.

In a way, I'm looking forward to death.,because then.
I feel I will.be fulfilled, and tnderstand.a lot of
things I never have before.

Death should be thought of as a whole new experience
which-people should accept.

On dying:

I feel better thinking of my own death than it happening
to 'One that ,is close to me.

I'm more afraill of other people dying than myself.

I'm just afraid that I'll auffer or die. in some awful

tragic way.

132:
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On Afterlife:

.If you live a good Christian life on earth, you -will
-find peace and happiness afterideath

I'll finally Dee my Lord face to face and I'll feel
all the love:and joy of God to the fullest.

I consider death to be a stopping stone to the after
life. We realize what God and infinity is.

The Catholic faith tells of a new life. It's a sc,ary.
thing, but 'it's better than thinking when you die
there't nothing but dark, black nothing. .

'I think deathis not a terrible ,thing becaUse I'm
ready to meet God. Death is only hard on-the ones
left.

''

On Funerals and Mourning:

Mpurning sometimes helps people realize how great life
it and how to be more loving toward one another.

hourning is good' for one thing -- you gep all the sorrow
out. .But then again its useless because its not going
to cLange things at all.

The mournig and grief period following a death is
what scares children away.

Funeral homes make death too commercialized.

Funeral homes are the worst about de-hudanizing the/
body.

On Death Education:

I feel that a death course is important, but it should
bi more personal and understanding to those 'who have

experienced a death.

1 '3 I.J
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Since this death course I-am no longer afraid to die.
Dregx one should be able to take some sort of death
course.

I don't feel it was'nacessery to show high school
students the medical aspects of death.

I feel that when we were taught death, it was morbid.
and uncalled for. I feel it scared more people than
had people accept-the thought

Why?

- I feel it's really stupid to fill out questionnaires
about death. .What are you going to gain from it?

I really would like to know why someone would bother
studying about death and why leis so important be-
cause I feel that when you go, yoU go.
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